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NOTES ON THE MEASUREMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

John B. Carroll 

(August, 1954) 

I . Introduction 

This introduction will sketch the history of foreign language 

achievement measurement, survey the various approaches which have 

been roade, and outline recornmended procedures for constructing 

achievement tests suitable indifferent situations . 

II . History of achievement testing in foreign languages 

Almost since time immemorial, examinations in foreign languages have 

taken the form exercises in translation and composition . The 

examinations set by the College Entrance Examination Board, for 

example in 1928 (College Entrance Examination Board , 1928) in various 

ancient and modern languages , will provide good examples of the type 

of examination which had been in vogue up to that time . These 

examinations required straight translation of connected discourse and 

easy answers to questions about grammar . Nevertheless , with the 

development of objective psychological testing numerous instances of 

attempts to make more objective and reliable foreign language 

examinations are reported even as early as 1920 (Handschin, 1920) . 

Books on the construction of standardized objective examinations 

began to have things to say about the construction of such tests in 

foreign languages (Munroe, DeVoss , and Kelley, 1917; Pressey and 

Pressey, 1923 ; Ruch and Stoddard, 1927; Symonds, 1927) . * There were 

even attempts to construct semi- objective tests of oral and aural 

work . A "Cornmittee on Resolutions and Investigations" appointed by 

the Association of Modern Language Teachers suggested in 1917 a 

revised plan for an oral and aural test for admission to college in 

*More r ecent t ext books i n educational which have included extensive 
sections on testing in foreign languages are the following : Hawkes , 
Lindquist and Mann , 1936, pp . 264-336 ; Odell , 1940, Chap . IV; Jordan, 
1953, pp . 207-244; Greene, Jorgensen, and Geberich, 195~, pp . 465-
482 . Buros has included numerous reviews of foreign language tests in 
his se r ies of yearbooks : Buros 1941 , Items 1340-1375 ; Buros , 1949, 
Items 176-213; Buros 1953, Items 232-266 . ; 
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French , German, and Spanish . (Commit tee on ... 1917) . These are only a 

few of the early developments listed by Buchanan and McPhee on pages 

374 to 394 of their Annotated Bibliography of Modern Language 

Methodology (Buchanan and McPhee, 1928 . They represented a revolt 

from the subjectivity, unreliability, lack of comprehensiveness , and 

general cumbersomeness of the old-styl e examinations . 

One of the first large-scale experiments with objective foreign 

language tests was conducted by Wood (1927) for the Board of Regents 

of the State of New York . Wood and his collaborators constructed a 

number of paper- and pencil tests measuring vocabulary , grammar, and 

reading comprehension in French and Spanish . These tests were 

administered to thousands of high-school students in New York State ; 

the data were analyzed and reported with a thoroughness and detail 

for which current publication costs would be nearly prohibitive . Of 

particular interest and usefulness are the data on the individual 

questions of the test ; the difficulty and validity of each question 

is reported in extensive tables of Chapter IV . The tests developed in 

this investigation are still available as the Columbia Research 

Bureau Tests in Modern Languages , published by the World Book 

Cornpany . Thee are still highly regarded by modern language teachers , 

with the limitation , of course , that they measure only skills in the 

written language. 

Another major effort was represented by a series of studies made 

under the leadership V. A, C. Henrnon (1929) for the Modern Language 

Study . Henmon's report consists rnainly of extremely detailed 

analyses of a certain group of tests (the "Alpha" tests in French , 

German, and Spanish) designed for U. S . and Canadian high- schools and 

colleges and which were p ublished by the World Book Cornpany (these 

tests are still available) . Like the tests developed by Wood , the 

Alpha tests are also tests of vocabulary , reading, and grammar, but 

the Henrnon report also presents useful data on the individual items 

of the tests . The volurne also reports developments in other kinds of 

achievement testing . The work on quality scales for written 

cornposition, reported in Chapter I I I , is notable and unquestionably 

still useful . Experiments in auditory cornprehension tests in French 

and Spanish are reported in Chapter IX . 
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Other tests of vocabu lary, reading comprehension, and grarnrnar 

in the cornrnonly taught modern languages, patterned after those made 

by Wood , Henmon , and their collaborators , were widely used , 

imitated, and even improved upon during the 30's and early 40's. 

They cont inue to be popular even up to the present time . For 

example , the Cooperative Test Service, f i rst as an i ndependent 

agency of the American Council of Education, and latterly as a 

division of the Educat ional Testing Service , has had a long history 

of developing such achievement tests, for high school and college 

levels . Similar tests have been developed by the Bureau of 

Educational Research and Service , State University of Iowa, and by 

the United States Armed Forces Institute . The development of various 

types of frequency counts (of vocabulary, idioms , and syntax) have 

roade it possible to control the sampling of test content more 

rigorously than might otherwise be the case . However, a frequent 

criticisrn of these frequency counts and their use in the 

construction of tests is that they have been based almost 

exclusively upon printed materials ; thus , it is often claimed that 

these tests constitute a handicap to students who have been trained 

in courses emphasizing oral-aural skills . Shaeffer (1948) for 

example , blames this feature of the Cooperative Tests for the 

relatively low standing of students taught by oral-aural methods in 

the Agard- Dunkel Investigation of the Teaching of a Second Language 

(Agard and Dunkel , 1948) . But he points out that they do poorly on 

vocabulary but relatively better on grarnrnar because their oral-aural 

training , he claims , is adequate to give thern structure points of 

the language . 

By 1942 even the College Entrance Examination Board had 

changed over to the new style of testing in its entrance e xamination 

program (Fuses , 1950 , p . 156) . In 1954 the College Board published a 

useful little pamphlet describing its tests in French, German . 

German , Latin , and Spanish ; the pamphlet (CEEB, 1954 ) contain a 

variety of sample item types, all for reading , vocabulary, grarnrnar , 

and syntax. It is worth noting , incidentally, t hat the College Board 

has objectified , to a considerable extent , even its test in English 
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composition . As we shall see, the so-called " inter-linear 

exercises" utilized in the CEEB English composition test might 

possible be adapted for use in connection with foreign language 

examinations. 

We may conclude that the techniques of constructing paper-and

pencil foreign language tests of vocabulary , reading, and gramrnar are 

highly perfected at the present time .* It is true , of course , that 

all the customary problems of item writing apply with equal force to 

the writing of items in foreign language examinations ; for example , 

in multiple-choice items, the distractors should be equally 

attractive, and should represent mutually exclusive ideas . In 

addition to the general problems of item writing, there are certain 

problems which are special and unique to tests of foreign languages . 

One particularly vexing problem is that of cognates . Cognates in 

various languages related to English, as well as borrowed terms in 

almost any language, will often "give away" the answer more easily 

than the test constructor may be aware . For example , the spaken 

sentence " Est schneiet im Winter" in a true-false test is almost 

certain to be answered correctly even by a person who knows no 

German . On the other hand, so-called "false cognates " (words in the 

foreign language which have similar form to a word in English, but a 

different meaning) may be used to form good distractors , if the 

French "se d'rober" does not mean what it seems to mean; it actually 

means " to steal away , escape". 

Suppose, further , that one is constructing an achievement test in 

Rumanian, a Romance language which has very strong overtones of 

Latin . It is difficult to make this test sufficiently free of 

cognates with other Romance languages to prevent high scoring on the 

part of persons who know no Rumanian (as such) but who know something 

about other Romance languages. 

In the meantime , progress in the development of tests of aural 

comprehension and oral production has been considerably slow . It has 

*A useful and interesting discussion of problems of item 

writing is Paula Thibault's article which appears in he 

monograph edited by Hill (1953) 
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sometimes been claimed that the lack of progress in these phases of 

testing has been due to the inherent difficulty in them . It seems more 

likely that this lack of progress stems from the following 

considerations : a) Standardisation of auditory tests would require the 

use of recorded stimuli : only in the last few years has recording 

equipment of satisfactory flexibility and fidelity become available in 

the form of the tape recorder, but in any case it may take some time 

before such equipment is used widely . b) In view of the fact that 

auditory tests require special equipment, they have not been considered 

feasible in large-scale testing programs; consequently , test 

construction agencies have not been willing to invest research effort 

in this form of testing ; c) Oral-aural testing has become of interest 

to fo re ign language teachers chiefly since the advent of World War II , 

when courses stressing oral-aural skills began to occur more widely. In 

short , the lack of progress in oral- aural testing is simply due to the 

lack of effort . There is no reason why good tests of oral and aural 

skills can not be made more readily and in the near future . 

We have already mentioned several auditory comprehension tests in 

French and Spanish, developed under the sponsorship of Henmon's 

Committee (Henmon, 1929) . Cole and Tharp (1937, pages 345-44) lists a 

number of other aural comprehension tests in French, Spanish and 

German; none of these tests have phonographic recordings available , and 

few of them seem to be commercially published . Nevertheless, some of 

them incorporate features which appear to be as useful now as they ever 

were . For example, the Rogers-Clark American Council French Aural 

Comprehension Test and the Lundeberg-Tharp Audition Tests in French , 

Spanish and German deserve examination . Some of their features will be 

described below . The chief drawback of these tests is that they did not 

have wide use and consequently did not get the benefit of adequate 

resea r ch . One reason for their lack of use seems to have been the 

apathy of many modern language teachers about tests in general , 

particularly tests of aural comprehension . 
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It seems not to be widely known that the College Entrance Exa

mination Board established, in 1930 , an English competence exami

nation for foreign language nationals who hoped to come to the United 

States for study . This examination included measurements of aural 

comprehension and oral ability, and was designed for administration 

in foreign countries . The examination was discontinued after 1933 

because the number of candidates to be tested annually (averaging 

about 30 per year) did not justify its continuation (Fiske , 1934) . 

World War II brought an increased emphasis on the spoken 

language and a corresponding interest in o r al-aural testing . 

Doubtless there were numerous institutions teaching foreign languages 

which also sponsored the development of appropriate tests of 

achievement, but few of these efforts were reported in the 

literature. The text-books in spoken foreign languages produced by 

the Intensive Language Program of the ACLS (now published as the Holt 

Spoken Language Series) incorporated a series of small-scale, non

standardized testing devices . At Harvard, P . J . Rulon constructed a 

series of highly interesting tests in German and Russian under a 

cont r act with the War Department; these tests exist on 

professionally-produced phonograph records , but they were never used, 

owing to the fact that the ASTP program for which they were designed 

was closed down before they were fully completed . 

The work of Sandri and Kaulfers (1945 , 1946) with auditory com

prehension and oral production tests in Spanish deserves special 

mention, as well as Kaulfers's (1944) oral fluency scale in Spanish . 

These tests seem particularly well designed; norms and statistical 

data are not as complete as might be desired, but this is simply 

because the tests have apparently not been widely used . They are not 

comme rcially available , but since they have been presented in Sandri 

and Kaul fers's articles , they presumably could be recorded by any 

t eacher who might wish to use them . Furthermore, they provide models 

which could readily be adapted for use in other languages . In many 

respects, these tests seem to be better than several tests 

const r ucted at a later date . 
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We will conclude this brief history by citing a number of still 

more recent developments in the oral- aural phases of testing . The 

auditory comprehension tests constructed by Aga r d and Dunkel(l948) 

for their Investigation of the Study of a Second Language are fairly 

widely known, owing to their wide-spread use in connection with that 

investigation . It does not seem to be widely known, however , that 

they are still available from the Veterans Testing Service , 5741 

Drexel Ave ., Chicago 37, Illinois . These tests , in French, German, 

Spanish and Russian , wil l be described and commented upon below . 

Agard and Dunkel also started work on tests of oral production, but 

practically no usable materials remain from their efforts in this 

direction 

About the same time , in 1948-1949, the War Department developed 

a series of so-called proficiency examinations in some 20 or 25 

modern languages . These were designed not so much as end-of-course 

examinations but rather as aids to locating Army personnel with 

foreign language qualifications . (The present writer happens to be 

connected with the development of these tests . ) It was extremely 

difficult to get some normative or validation data for these 

examinations, but from all reports they have served their purpose 

adequately, despite their somewhat hasty construction . Each of the 

tests consisted of three parts , of which the first two parts were , 

respectively , true-fal se statements recorded on a phonograph record, 

and questions with multiple-choice options in English , the questions 

being recorded phonographically . The writer does not recall the 

nature of the third part of the e xamination . The Army has recently 

become interested in t ests of oral production (Kaplan and Berkhouse , 

1954) . 

In connection with an extensive study of foreign language apti

tude for the Army, performed by Dorcus at al . (1952) , a series of 

special proficiency tes ts were constructed by the Army Language 

School in Russian , Japanese , Hunga rian , Serbo- Croatian, Arabic , and 

Mandarin Chinese . Thee tests appea r to incorporate a rather wide 

variety of testing devices . It is not known whether the e x aminations 

are available outside the Army . 

• 
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At the University of Michigan, in the English Language 

Institute , Robert Lado (1950 , 1951, 1953)has developed a series of 

examinations in English as a foreign language . These examinations 

appear to have high reliability and validity, and they have 

particularly well solved the problem of distinguishing between 

knowledge of lexicon and knowledge of language structure . 

Bovee (1947, 1948) has constructed several ingenious tests in 

reading and inn aural comprehension . While these tests are not in any 

sense standardized, they may provide sorne useful ideas for the 

construction of future test . 

Finally , Nelson Brooks, as chairman of a cornmittee on tests (of 

the Northeast Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages; see 

Kellenberger, 1954) has sparked the developrnent of an aural compre 

hension test in French which has recently been accepted by the CEEB 

as part of its placernent series. Paral lel examinations in German and 

Spanish are promised in the near future . These tests incorporate no 

particularly novel features, being quite sirnilar, for example, to the 

Lundegerg- Tharp Audition tests . They have been subjected to the 

statistical analyses, and it is probable that the wide-spread 

enthusiasm about them will assure them a more permanent place than 

some of the tests which were proposed for a similar purpose as long 

ago as 1919 (se Doyle , 1927) . 

III. Dimensions of Foreign Language Achievement 

It is assumed that we are concerned solely with the 

acquisition of a foreign language, not with the acquisition of the 

culture of foreign people, nor the appreciation of its literature . 

In another memorandum (Carroll, 1954, the writer has pointed out 

that the type and level of mastery achieved in a foreign language 

must be considered in at least three dimensions : 

l . Mastery in terms of auditory comprehension, oral 

production, reading, and writing. 

2 . Mastery of the linguistic structures (phonology, 

grarnmar , syntax) vs . mastery of the lexical aspect of 

the language . 
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3 . The actual level of ability achieved for any aspect , i . e ., 

this is the third dimension , or " independent variable" which 

has to be specified for each cell of the following chart : 

-
LANGUAGE ASPECT 

Type of Behavior Linguistic Lex i eon 
Structure 

Auditory 
(1) ( 5) 

Comprehension 

Oral Production (2) ( 6) 

Reading (3) ( 7) 

Writing ( 4) ( 8) 

In theory , it should be possible to obtain measures of the 

leve l of mastery of an individual in each cell of the above table . In 

pract ice , it is probably easier to distinguish between the types of 

behavior represented by the vertical dimension of the table than the 

various kinds of language mastery represented by the horizontal 

dimension . This is because the vertical dimension represents 

diffe r ences in the active (productive) and passive (receptive) behavior 

with reference to the two aspects of language - spoken language and 

writte n l anguage , while t he horizontal dimension actually represents a 

s i ngle highly complex continuum along which all the facts about a 

language can be arrayed, including its phonology, its morphology, its 

s'yntax, and all the ramifications of i ts lexicon . Furthermore, even 

though it is possible to maintain a fairly sharp distinction between 

linguistic structure and lexicon, in the practical situation of testing 

it is obvious that one must use lexical items in testing linguistic 

structure . If one takes the point of view that " knowing a language" is 

c hief l y knowing its struc ture , rather than its vocabulary , testing the 

linguis tic structure becomes more important . Yet, this can only be done 

by using lexical items . The difficulty can be resolved by agreeing in 

advance that the lexicon to be utilized in testing linguistic structure 

will be kept as restricted as possible, or restricted to an agreed 

vocabulary list . Preferably, it should be restricted to the vocabulary 

items learned in the particular course in which achievement is to be 

tested . If one is interes ted in measuring proficiency out of the 
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context of a particular language course , the lexicon must be kept to 

items of high frequency in the language , as determined by appropriate 

frequency counts (when available) or by expert judgment. 

It is very probable that most tests of language proficiency, regard

less of which aspect they measure , are difficult for the examinee in 

proportion as the lexicon is difficult . For example, both auditory 

comprehension and reading comprehension tests can readily be made 

difficult by including relatively infrequent or unfamiliar vocabulary 

items . Likewise, oral production and writing tests can be made 

difficult by requiring the subjects to produce language about foreign 

language . It is probably for this reason, chiefly, that different kinds 

of foreign language achievement tests are usually found to be highly 

correlated . Furthermore , it is a general rule that where a number of 

diffe r ent abilities are taught in a foreign language course , students 

progress in those abilities more or less equally, with the result that 

correlations among different types of achievement tests are h igh . On 

the other hand, one would expect relatively l ower correlations between 

two abilities, one of which is taught in a course and the other of 

which is hardly emphasized at all . These considerations must be taken 

account of in interpreting certain kinds of data which have been 

reported in the literature . Fichen (1937), for example, found 

correlations averaging about . 8 between tests of vocabulary and 

reading , as well as between grammar and vocabulary was only . 7 . These 

findings can be simply explained by pointing to the !arge lexical 

component in all these tests . Likewise , Bovee's (1948) finding of a 

corre l a tion of . 792 between "audio" and "visual" thought comprehension 

in French is probably to be ascribed largely to the common lexical 

element and the fact that the class was taught by an aural-oral method . 

A similar interpretation may be made of the findings of Kamman (1953), 

who found that in a group of American-speaking students of Spanish , 

tests of various abilities written in Spanish tended to have a stronger 

general factor than tests of the same abilities written in Engl ish . By 

controll ing the type of training and the types of text per-
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fo r mances, one could probably produce any factorial structure that 

one might desire in a battery of foreign language achievement 

tests . This , of course , is only a hypothesis , but it seems to be 

consistent with the results obtained to date . (Compare also 

Wittenborn and Larsen's finding (1944) of a singly factor of German 

ability in the subtests of the Cooperative German Test and grades 

in college German . ) 

On the subject of factorial composition of language 

achievement tests , it is probably worth while to insert a word of 

warning . A number of different factors of "verbal ability" have 

been demonstrated for native speakers of English; these include 

" verbal knowledge" , "word fluency" , "ideational fluency", "fluency 

of expression", and the "naming factor". (See Carroll, 1941 ; 

French, 1951) . Of these , the only factor truly represents knowledge 

of English is the verbal knowledge factor ; the others represent 

s p e cific kinds of behavior which probabl y reflect variations in 

cognitive processes or in personality rather than in mastery of the 

language . In measuring achievement in a foreign language, one 

wishes to measure the analogue of the verbal knowledge factor . The 

measurements should not reflect variations in word fluency, 

ideational fluency, etc . For example, an oral production test in a 

foreign language is probably influenced by the factor we call 

" ideational fluency " if we require the examinee to "think up" a 

s eries of ideas ; it is better for us to contrive to put the ideas 

i n the subject's head, asking him only to express them in the 

foreign language . 

The fact that under many conditions different kinds of 

language achievement are highly correlated will often make it 

possible to rely heavily on the more easily constructed and 

r eliable tests , with less stress on tests of such abilities as oral 

production, which seem more difficult to construct or to 

administer . For example , Evans (1937) found a correlation of . 80 

between scores on the phonetic accuracy subtest of the Lundberg

Tharp test (a group paper-and-pencil test) and ratings of recorded 

samples of pronunciation . Likewise, Lado (1953-54) has cited the 

fact that his paper-and-pencil 
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pronunciation test, included in his English Language Test for 

Foreign Students , correlates h i ghly (r= . 89) "with three combined 

tests , two of which are auditory ones , and it can therefore be used 

alone whenever it is not practicable to use in addition a test of 

aural comprehension". This would imply when oral instruction has 

been given , a group test in which the examinee merely selects among 

differently pronounced words is almost as good as an individual 

test in which he pronounces words himself . 

Nevertheless , in developing a series of achievement tests 

for a given situation, it is probably wise to construct tests for 

the various kinds of mastery in which one is interested ; as 

e xperience accumulated with regard to the correlations between 

different kinds of tests, the tests which are less predictable or 

less reliable can be dropped if it is seen that the dimensions they 

measure are adequatel y measured also by the more re liable and 

feasible tests . 

I should like to insist again , however, on the necessity 

Tor careful control of vocabulary . First I should like to offer the 

hypothesis (without guaranteeing in any way that it might be con-

firmed) that can individual with a very limited vocabul ary and 

structure might be able to do extremel y well in an aural compre

hension test which would be limited to that vocabulary and 

structure . For example, it is conceivable that an individual might 

be able to react very quickly and efficiently to a series of simple 

directions phrased in a simple terminology, even when the rate of 

speech might be quite fast . If this hypothesis could be confirmed, 

i t would show that beyond a certain point of acquisition of a 

foreign language is almost solely a matter of obtaining a l arger 

vocabulary and all that implies . It would also imply that in any 

battery of foreign language achievement tests , the measurement of 

vocabul ary should be kept as fa as possible independent of other 

aspects of language achievement . The assumption here is that if an 

individual knows the general phonological and orthographic system 

of a language acquisition of a vocabulary item by one mode (e .g. 

visual) will irmnediately transfer to another mode (e .g. auditory), 
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s e parate testing of these response systems unnecessary . * (There is , 

of course , the special case of languages which are written ideo

graphically; Chinese and Japanese are the only well-known examples . 

Here it is necessary to test separately for auditory and visual 

vocabulary . 

We will now proceed to a survey of the various kinds of 

language achievement test performances , classified in terms of the 

t ype of behavior sampled, and the kind of linguistic knowledge 

measured . 

IV . Types of Foreign Language Achievement Tests . 

As has been indicated before, foreign language tests may be 

usefully categorized into tests of reading, of writing, of aural 

comprehension, and of oral production . This classification 

recognizes a division into tests of competence with the spoken 

l a nguage ånd tests of competence with the written language , and a 

further division into tests measuring passive control and tests 

measuring active control . In practice , it is no always easy to 

maintain these distinctions, nevertheless, this survey will attempt 

to follow this classification . 

Tests of Reading Skills 

The common e l ement in the tests to be considered here is 
t he fact they involve responses to foreign language materials in 
written or printed form and that they can be administered as group 
p a per- and-pencil tests . They involve what may be called " passive" 
control of foreign language lexicon and structure , in the sense that 
decoding of the foreign language is emphasized, the only encoding 
being into the native language . ** The foreign language stimuli 
involved range from single words and phrases to long passages of 

* It is true that , as Anderson and Fairbanks (1937) have shown for native speakers 
of English , there are discrepancies between English " readingn and "heari ngn 
vocabularies , depending upon ability in reading . These are so small , relatively . as 
not to overthrow the assumption made here 

~T For convenience , we shall usually speak of English as the native language , since 
this paper is oriented chiefly around problems of measuring foreign language skills 
of native speakers of English . The reader may mutare mutandis in case he is 
concerned with tests to be applied to native speakers of other languages besides 
English . 
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connected discourse . The tests in which s ingle words are the 

stimuli are , in the main , vocabulary tests, while tests with more 

ex- tended stimuli are usually called reading comprehension tests , 

but even these often turn chiefly on knowledge of vocabulary rather 

than of grammar and syntax . 

a . Tests of vocabulary - Vocabulary tests exist in a variety of forms . 

They may be set up either as recognition tests or as recall tests . 

It has been established a number of times that these t wo types are 
very highly correlated (Henmon, 1929 , 15 , 346) . It may be harder to 

make direct inferences about the size of an individual's vocabulary 

from a recognition test than from a recall test , but recognition 

tests order the e xaminees vary reliably . (It should be noted that 

in speaking of recall tests at this point, we are thinking only of 
those tests in which the stimulus is a foreign language word , and 

the subject must recall its English meaning . Tests of recal l where 

the subject supplies the foreign language word are treated under 
the category of written tests . )Recognition tests of vocabulary are 

found in the following varieties : the foreign language words may be 

matched either with English words in the foreign language, or with 

pictures or other non- linguistic representations . There seems to be 

six possible types , as follows : 

l . A printed foreign language word is to be matched with one of a number 
of words in English . 

Example (German) fast 

1 . probably 

2 . extremely (Item # 1 , CEEB, 1954) 

3 . usually 

4 . nearly 

5 . often 

2 . A printed English word is to be matched with one of a number of 
options in the foreign language : 

Example : (German) explain 

l . ausgeben 

3 . ent.asscn 

4. erklären 

5. erschöpfen 
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3 . The item is composed solely of foreign language words , among which 

the subject must identify synonyms , or eliminate words not belonging 

with the remaining words . 

Example ( a) (German) (Item # 13, CEEB, 1954) 

Pick the pair of synonyms : 

( 1) gedämpft (2) nass (3) feucht (4) angstvoll 

Examp l e (b) (French ) (from Bonnardel , 1951) 

Eliminate the word which doesn't belong with the rest : 

l . gai 2 . rieur 3 . sourient 4 . trist 5 . amusant 6 . joyeux 

4 . A foreign language word or phrase is to be matched with one of a 

number of options, also in the foreign language . This type of item is 

favoured by some because it need not involve any translation into 

Engl i sh , at least in theory . Actual l y , there is no guarantee that the 

student will not resort to a quick mental translation into English ; 

rece nt evidence seems to show that some highly practiced bilinguals 

continually practice translation from one language to another . 

Examples : (French) 

1. exp ression moqueuse 
2. mrneral combustible 
3. animal å deux cornes 
4. v1eux morceau d' etoffe 
5. etat desprit douloureux 

(l tem # 18, CEEB, 1954) 

agir sans reflexion , c· est etre 

1. aveugle 
2. acharne 
3. epris 
4. etourdi 
5. brouillard (ltem # 21, CEEB, 1954) 

Example : (German) (Item #36, CEEB, 1954) 

Sie haben lhre Uhr verloren: 

1. Wie v[ele Stun?en. dauert das? 
2. lch hätte "'.ors1cht1ger sein sollen. 
3. lch mus~ s1e zum Uhrmacher bringen 
4. W1e befrnden S1e sich? · 

(ltem # 36, CEEB, 1954) 

The last item might be classified as a reading comprehension item, 

but it is just as likely to turn on knowle dge of vocabulary . 

• 
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5 . A foreign language word is to be matched with a number of options 

in the form of pictures, with which the fo reign language word is 

associated. 

Example : (German) 
Teppich·· 

1. 

Ipicture of table) 
P!cture of rug) 
p1cture of sta1rway) 
p1cture of a pa inting) 

2. 
3. 
4. 

6 . One might also present a picture with four possible fore ign 

l anguage wo rds as options . No example will be given here ; this type 

of i tem is the opposite of type 5 . It would, at least , require few 

pictures to be drawn than type 5 . 

These six types present endless possibilities for item construc

tion; each type may b e made easy or difficult depending upon the 

comrnonness or rarity of the key words and upon the extent to which 

the options require fine discriminations . Type 1 is undoubtedly the 

easiest to construct , and it is the comrnonest; Type 2 tends to be 

slightly more difficul t fo r the examinee . Both types 1 and 2 presume 

that English is the native language of the examinee (or at least that 

the examinee is highly fluent in English) ; thus , these types are not 

appropriate where one has individuals of differing language back

grounds . For example , a native speaker of French might fail miserably 

on a French vocabulary tes t composed of i tems of type 1 . Types 3 and 

4 do not suffer from this disadvantage , nor do the items of types 5 

and 6 , if the pictorial material is sufficiently neutral with respect 

to the cultural content. Type 3 is likely to measure more than simply 

knowledge of a foreign language; items composed in this way may 

actually turn out to be intelligence tests, in the sense that they 

might differentiate individuals who have e qual knowledge of the 

foreign language vocabulary involved . Type 4 is probably a good 

format , but since it involves so much foreign language material , it 

would not be useful in a diagnostic sense; that is , for example, one 

might not know whether an individual fai ls an item because he d id not 

know the stimulus word or because he mi s understood some word in one 

of t he options . Thus , such items might tend to be more unreliable . 

Vocabulary items involving the use o f pictures are more cumber

some to construct , to be sure , but they are free of certain 

disadvantages shared by the other types . For example, they are 

independent 
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of t he examinee's control of the English language , and they mi nimize 

dependence on his control of the foreign l anguage orthography . 

Completion tests of foreign language vocabulary practically always 

require the supplying of an English translation (in written form) for 

a given foreign language word . Sornetimes these words are ernbodied in 

a s e ntence or larger context , in which case the subject can use the 

eon text for making inferences about the meaning of the word . This 

o ften has the effect of tes ting the subj ect · s abili ty to infer the 

meanings of new words . Such a test, however , is not diagnostic of 

act ual word knowledge , since supplying a correct translation may 

depe nd ei ther on actual knowledge of the word as such or upon an 

ability to infer the meanings of unfamiliar words from context; one 

has no way of ascertaining which it is . If one really wants to test 

ability to infer meanings of new words from context, of the work of 

Werner and Kaplan (1950} where one presents the subjects with iterns 

such as the following : 

What is a corplum? Notice its use in he following sentences : 

1 . A corplum may be used for support . 

2 . Corplums may be used to close off an open place . 

3 . A corplum may be long or short, thick or thin , strong 

or weak . (etc . } 

It happens that Gibbons (1940) has already developed such a test ; he 

f inds that the abili ty to consruct the meaning of a strange word 

from context is very specific . 

If there is any real reason to construct completion test of 

vocabulary, it would be probably be a more valid test if the foreign 

l a nguage word were not presented in context (except to the extent 

ne c e ssary to specify the particular meani ng intended} . But even such 

a test has little to offer beyond what can be rneasured by an 

ordinary rnultiple- choice vocabulary test in one of the varieties 

described above . Stalnaker and Kurath (1935) found these types 

correlated highly and were approxirnately equal in reliability . 
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b . Tes ts of reading comprehension . Items designed to measure reading 

comprehension are tests in which the f oreign language stimulus is 

longer than a phrase . The assumption is that comprehension of the 

foreign language material depends on knowledge of the structure of 

the language . Actually , it most often depends upon knowledge of 

lexical items . For example, in the following German sentence , which 

the student is supposed to indicate as True or False , the student 

who knows all the structural characteris tics of German , such as the 

morpheme for the superlative of adjectives , might still mark the 

statement incorrectly if he does not know certain words . such as 

Kerzen : 

Oas kleinste Streichholz brennt als die grösste Kerze . 

Therefore , in order for reading comprehension items to be truly 

diagnostic the structure points to the language, the vocabulary must 

be carefully controlled. These items exist in a number of varieties . 

Perhaps the corrunones t is the one where the statement in the foreign 

language is to be indicated as true or false . An example of such an 

item was given above . One must be careful , in constructing such 

items, to limit them to statements whose truth or falsity will be 

well within the experience of the persons who are likely to be 

tested . In other variants, there may be statements in the foreign 

language (one or more sentences) after which occur multiple- choice , 

true-false , or completion questions on the statement. The lead and 

the options may be either in English or in the foreign language , 

Finally, there may is the Van Wagenen technique (Henmon, 1929, 

p . 301) in which the subject is supposed to check whether statements 

(either in English or the foreign language, but usually the former) 

contain ideas expressed in the paragraph or derivable from them or 

not . Ruch and Vander Beke (see Henmon, 1929, p . 30) performed an 

e xperiment on the relative reliability and validity of these various 

types of reading comprehension items . The conclusion was that the 

type where the items are in the form of T-F statements , based on the 

original paragraph, was the most reliable and valid type , when 

allowance was made for time required, administrative feasibility, 

etc . Since the Van Wagenen technique was not included in these 

comparisons but partake of the same characteristics as the T-F item . 
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it may have something to recommend it (except for the danger that 

it may involve too much "reasoning" , independent of actual language 

knowledge) . 

One great difficulty which is encountered with all tests of 

reading comprehension (whether a foreign language is involved or 

not) is the possibility that the questions can be answered 

e x tremely well even when the subject answers by "common sense" or 

by noticing certain interna! characteristics of the questions . 

Reading comprehension questions should always be tested on 

individuals who have not read the paragraphs on which they are 

based . 

Finally , we may classify translation tests of a recall type 

as measures of reading skill. About the only way in which this type 

of test can be made objective is to set up a sentence in a foreign 

language , the subject being required to choose which of a series of 

Eng l ish sentences is a correct (or the best)translation of the 

foreign language sentence ; an even better refinement is to 

construct a paragraph with a number of words and phrases supplied 

with " translations " , the subject being required to state in each 

case whether the translation is accurate or not . 

Several other types of reading tests present themselves as 

i nte r esting possibilities . One would be an adaptation of the 

technique used in the Minnesota Speed of Reading test (Eurich, 

1936 , which consists of a series of paragraphs which contain, at 

random intervals , words which do not fit with the sense of the 

paragraph . The subject is supposed to read the material as rapidly 

as possible , indicating his progress by underlining the nonsensical 

words . Although to the best of my knowledge this technique has not 

been used in measuring foreign language achievement , it ought to be 

useful , particularly for discriminating among the more advanced 

students . The technique would also lend itself to scaling with 

reference to the performance of native speakers of the foreign 

language involved . 
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Tests of Writing Skills 

What might be sent by "writing skill"? In the context of this 

paper, we certainly do not mean the skill displayed by a 

Shakespeare or a Faulkner, or even a writer on the New Yorker 

staff. What the foreign language teacher usually means hereby is 

simply the ability to " put one's thoughts on paper" in the foreign 

language . The ability to write a reasonably intel l igent letter, 

without betraying the !imitations imposed by imperfect knowledge of 

the foreign tongue, exemplifies one of the aims of the foreign 

language instruction . A direct attack on the measurement of this 

ability, then, might be simply to ask the student t o write such a 

letter, or similar composition . But of course, such a direct 

approach has its disadvantages, not the l east of which is the 

consequent subjectivity of scoring and the great labor in securing 

reliable ratings . Besides this, the task imposed on the student has 

a minimum of restriction; if he is smart , he will say whatever his 

knowledge of the language permits him to say, and one will never be 

the wiser if he can·t say some things he might otherwise say . The 

testing situation is entirely too uncontrolled to obtain any 

reliable pointer- reading - it is gross, unstructured, and the 

results will be unconvincing or misleading . Many current tests and 

examinations of foreign language "composition" ability suffer from 

these effects. 

What , in essence, are the behaviors and knowledge required for 

intelligent setting down of thoughts in a foreign l anguage? First , 

there must be "thoughts 11
• But this will be true whether the student 

i s writing in his own language or in another language . We are not 

interested in testing for the presence of " thoughts". (Even if we 

ask students to write themes in Eng l ish, their native language, one 

finds tremendous variations in performance. ) Some students do not 

seem to have much to say, at leas t not while they are in process of 

being examined - and perhaps this deficiency can be excused ; we 

shall not go into the possible psychological explanations for this . 

Let us , therefore, put thoughts into their heads. We shall have to 

do this by using the student's native language (if one 
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objects to the use of the native language , one will have to be 

prepared to construct pictorial materials so admirably contrived 

that they will constitute stimuli which can be expected to lead 

unequivocally to certain verbalizations, and this is a difficult if 

not imposs ible feat . ) 

Secondly, there must be facility in active recall of the 

various structural and lexical features of the language to be used . 

We need, therefore , to construct our tests out of English phrases 

or sentences which in translation will demand the knowledge of 

specified structure points and lexical items . Normally , these will 

be the structure points and lexical items which have been taught in 

the language course in which we are testing achievement . When we 

are testing students of unknown or heterogeneous foreign language 

experience , we shall have to resort to sampling from the more 

common elements of the language to which they may be expected to 

have been exposed, unless , of course, we are interested in 

discriminating among the upper levels of ability. 

We may now consider methods of testing knowledge of language 

structure . Many of these methods were considered earlier in 

connection with the measurement of vocabulary and reading 

comprehension . What remains to be considered here are those types 

of tests which emphasize encoding into the foreign language , either 

by active recall of the proper foreign language forms and 

e xpressions (in written form) or by a kind of active recognition of 

such forms and expressions. The evidence leads us to expect that 

recall and recognition will be highly correlated here as in other 

cases . 

There are a number of varieties of objective or semi- objective 

test items measuring active knowledge of foreign language grammar : 

We give examples : 

la. (Suppy missing element) 

Give me the pen knife. ( __ ) le canif. (Wood, 1927, p. 62) 

lb. Speak to the men. Parlez ( __ ) hommes. {Henmon, 1929, p. 304) 

2a. She opened all the windows. 
Elle a ..... toutes Is fenetres. 
1 ouvrit 
2 ouvri# 
3 ouvert 
4 ouverte 

(CEEB, 1954, #13) 

5 ouverts 
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2b. He arrived without anybody's knowing it. (CEEB, 1954, # 31) 
1 Er kam an, ohne dass es jemand wusste. 
2 Er kam an, ohne dass es Jeder wusste. 
3 Er kam an, ohne jemand es zu wissen. 
4 Er kam an, ohne von jemandem erkannt zu werden. 

3a . (Complete missing elements . ) 

? am a student. 

3b . ? do you live? I live on State Street . 

(Lado , Examination in Structure , Form C, p . 5) 

4 . (Choose correct alternative) 

Is (it , there) ten o'clock yet? 

Items la, lb, 2a , and 2b supply Finnish versions , as if to suggest the 

" thoughts" which are to be rendered, while the context alone is strong 

enough, in items 3a , 3b , and 4 to suggest the proper completion . Items 

la , l b, 3a , and 3b require active recall, while the remainder do not . 

There are many who dislike the multiple- choice grammar items , since it 

is difficult to make "likely" alternatives, and much can be said 

against presenting ungrammatical forms and constructions at any stage 

of language learning . 

Any of these item types may be chosen , depending upon the 

particular structure point or lexical item to be tested . It wil l be 

noted that it is difficult, as always , to separate grammar from lexicon 

in test items, particularly if the items which require recall rather 

than mere recognition, For example, in item la . the individual might 

not recall the verb donner , despite its commonness. The item might be 

changed to 

Give (donner) me the pen-knife . ? --- le canif . 

Furthermore , in many of these items one is testing foreign language 

decoding as well as encoding ; nevertheless , it may generally be assumed 

that decoding is more facile than encoding , and hence generally at a 

lower level on a scale of difficulty . 

The format of any of these items can alrnost e carried into tests 

in which connected discourse is involved, thus enabling one to test for 

almost any level of mastery of the vocabulary, grammar, and i dioms of a 

foreign l anguage , Andrus (1942) , for exarnple , reports 
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much success with a completion test in which parallel passages of 

English and French were given ; certain words and phrases were 

deleted from the French text and corresponding parts of the English 

passage underlined and numbered to agree with the numbers rep lacing 

the omitted word or phrase in the French text . The so-cal led 

" interlinear exercise" developed by the CEEB (CEEB, June 1954) to 

measure English composition might be used at the upper levels of 

foreign language ability to measure performance in writing in the 

foreign language . The interl inear exercise presents a connected 

paragraph which contains at certain points a number of grammatical 

blunders, improperly chosen , and infelicitous or awkward 

exp ressions . The text is printed with wide spaces between the 

l ines, and the student is instructed to "treat it as though it were 

a first draft of a composition of your own, and revise it so that 

it conforms with standard formal English". Experienced graders can 

achieve a high degree of reliability in marking the papers , using 

guide sheets showing the trouble spots in the text and examples of 

acceptable and inacceptable corrections . 

For the direct, diagnostic testing of active knowledge of 

foreign language items, it is necessary to use recall items in 

which the stimulus for the eliciting of a foreign language words is 

either (a) a defining phrase or a synonym, (b)an English word of 

phrase , or (c) a picture . For example , the word Bleistift in German 

might be elicited either by the German definition Ein Ding, das aus 

Holz gemacht ist , mit dem man schreibt, or by the English word 

pencil or by a picture of a penci l . 

Several other types of i tems are useful in testing knowledge 

of foreign language grammar . There is a whole series of possible 

types , exemplified in many textbooks , in which the student is given 

some definite task in manipulating linguistic forms . Practically 

all of these can be made highly objective because of the inherently 

all-or-none character of linguistic structure . For example , 

students can be asked to change tense, person, number of verbs; to 

convert statements into interrogative forms, etc. Nevertheless , one 

should be careful 
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to avoid f avouring students t r ained in the terminology of f ormal 

g r ammar and upsetting the chances of students who may have learned 

good gramma tical habits without learning formal terminology . Hence , 

special grammatical terminology should be avoided as far as 

possibl e; one is interested in testing ability to encode in the 

fo r eign language rather than the abi lity to talk about its grammar . 

(For example , avoid the type of item recorrunended by Coleman in the 

boo k edited by Hawkes , Lindquist , and Mann , 1936 , p . 321, in which 

the test maker formu l ates several grarrunatical rules and then asks 

the student which rul e is illustrated by each of the series of 

sentences . This sort of grarrunatical exercise , which has little to 

do with knowledge of language , is justifiably avoided in 

contemporary modern language teaching, and hence in contemporary 

achievement e x amining . ) 

For purposes of illustration, here are a few samples of 

spe cial grammatical tasks taken from Lado's tests in English 

s t ructure : 

Supply the proper interrogative word(s) 

is my pencil? On the table . 

Shirts do you want? Two , please . 

Which expresses permission? 

You (Should, may , ought to) use rny pen . 

Convert to negative form . 

She sings well . 

Give the correct verb form . 

She (SING) a beautiful song last night . 

Rearrange ; 

the , on the corner, house , big . I like ? ? ? ? 

1 2 3 4 

For reasons stated earlier , there are a number of arguments 
aga i nst tests of free composition . They depend as much on what the 
student may happen to have to say as upon his knowledge of foreign 
language structure and lexicon , and they present numerous difficulties 
wi t h respect to administrative feasibility , scoring reliability, etc . 
The topi c set for free composition must be such that students cannot 
easi l y b e coached for them and prepare a composition in advance ; yet , 
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lead to compositions which are wi thin the 

and vocabulary . For the sake of completeness , 

mentioned that quality scales i n wri t ten 

composition exist for several languages (French, German, and 

Spani sh) ; this work is ext ensively reported in Henmon (1929, 

Chapter III) . These scales are to be used as standards of reference 

in judging any given composition . For example, here are qualities 

0 , 8, and 14 on German scale A: 

Quality 0 

Die Knob sie moschend eine Hous sie in ein baum est . Sie 
arbeitet ich seehe drei Knabe . Sie sind in einer Gross Baum. 

Quality 8 

Auf die Leiter (?} is alle drei Knaben sind um zwölf Yahrealt . 
Sie sind sehr klug , weil sie so schön ein Haus bauen können . 
Ein Knabe hat der Hammer in der Hand und ist fleissig am Nägel 
schlagen, Diesses Haus hat vie l e Fenster, und ich nehme das es 
ein Surruner Haus ist . Vielleicht werden die Knaben darin wohnen 
weil das Wetter gut ist . Oas wird schön sein, Die Vögel werden 
sie amussieren, und die Laube wird die Sonne von ihnen palten . 

Quality 10 

Heinrich, Karl , und Georg sind die Kinder eines Zimmermannes . 
Der Vater sprach oft mit seine Söhne von seiner Arbe it .Manch
mal haben die Kinder dem Vater gehol fen ; sie konnten ihm die 
Nägel bringen, oder den Hammer halten . 

Einst gab der Vater den Knaben einige Bretter und eine Leiter . 
Georg sagt er möchte ein Fogelhaus bauen . Heinrich wollte eine 
Scheune bauen . Nach vielem Plaudern wählte Karl eine Idee die 
den Bruder n auch gefiel . Eine Leiter wurde gegen einen Baum 
getragen , und die Arbeit was begonnen . Oben, unter grosze 
Ächste , wurde ein kleines Spielhaus gebaut . 

Jeden Tag , nach der Schul e, haben die Kinder da gelesen , 
gesungen oder geschrieben . Auch luden sie die Mutter und der 
Vate r ein ihn zu besuchen . 
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It migh t be conunented , incidental l y , that the type of material 

exempli fied by Quality Scale 8 might make t he basis for a good 

" interlinear exerci se . " 

One major difficulty with quality scales, at least as applied 

to foreign language materials, is the multi - dimensionality of the 

objects to be rated . What if the spelling of a composition is 

irnpeccable , but its vocabulary and syntax put it very low? Does one 

srike a balance , or does one weight one factor more than another? 

These are difficult questions to anticipate or to resolve . 

Tests of Auditory Comprehension 

Here we shall consider tests emphasizing the ability to decode 

spoken foreign language stimuli : It has often been alleged that 

this type presents ins uperable obstacles; in actuality , it presents 

no more difficulty for the test constructo r than tests of reading 

comp rehension . Many item types feasible in tests of reading 

vocabulary and comprehension can be converted to tests of auditory 

comprehension by the simple device of presenting the stimuli in 

spoken form, leaving the options in printed form . 

One of the difficulties alleged to be associated with tests of 

audi tory comprehens ion is that on the o ne hand, spoken language 

stimuli are too unstandardized if they are left to be read by the 

person administering the test , but on t he other hand , t he voice of 

a spea ker on a phonograph or a tape recording will be too 

unfamiliar, either in register or in dia lect , to the student who 

has never heard the voice of any foreign speaker other than his 

ins tructor . In my opinion, this difficulty has been exaggerated ; if 

students have difficulty with a recorded, unfamiliar voice, it 

reflects upon the f ailure of the instruction to provide the 

necessary variety of models . By all means, auditory comprehension 

tests must be given by rneans of recordings of high fide lity in 

rooms with appropriate acoustical properties . There can be a " warm

up" period on the r ecording , in which the native speaker's voice 

starts in English and then gives very simple materials in the 

foreign language - materials so simple that nearly any student will 

gain confidence by realizing success with them . 
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As in other types of foreign language achievement tests , 

auditory comprehension tests measure different kinds of 

performances . They may test comprehension of the spoken language 

without any references to the printed form of the foreign language, 

or they may test the ability to match spoken utterances with 

printed materials in the foreign language ; these performances may 

be quite different . They may tests knowledge of lexicon or of 

grammar and usage . The amount of retent ion required may vary from 

practically nothing , as the tests were a simple phrase i s to be 

comprehended , to a great deal , as in tests which present long 

discourses with questions to be answered thereon . They may require 

either the recognition (selection) of correct answers or the 

supplying (recall) of the correct answers . It is difficult to 

choose a basis for ordering these types in our discussion . IN all 

cases the auditory stimulus is an utte rance (of some length, short 

or long) in the feeing language , but t he type of response to be 

roade by the examinee varies . 

1 . Writing from dictation : (a) Foreign l anguage orthography . 

The subject writes a spoken sentence in the foreign language 

orthography. The average memory span places a limit upon the amount 

that can be dictated continuously with sufficient time for the 

subject to e xecute his response . This type obviously calls into 

play the subject ' s knowledge of foreign orthography ; it could not 

be used, for example, in a course in Chinese where the writing 

system is not being taught. It is of no particular use when 

interest is primarily in comprehension of the spoken language . The 

technique involves dome difficulties in scoring , but it can be made 

objective, though not mechanical . 

2 . Writing from dictation : (b) writing in phonetic 

or phonemic transcription . This kind of task has not appeared, to 

my knowledge , in any formal achievement test, but the technique may 

be in use by some foreign language teachers . Scoring can be 

subjective, but not mechanical . 

3 . Writing from dictation : (c) Response to fast dictation . 

In general, this type exists only in theory ; it would be feasible 

only if students were taught a foreign language shorthand . 

However , one variant is possible ; if numbers are dictated (e . g . , 

zwei tausend vier hundert sechs und siebzig ) , the examinee should 
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be able to keep up with the dictation . This type has been 

exploited, using an artificial language test , in an aptitude test 

developed by the writer (Carroll , 1941, Artificial Language Numbers 

Test) . 

4 . Translation from spoken utterance : (a) Single words or 

short phrases . In effect, this is a test of auditory passive 

vocabulary . The word is presented, the English equivalent to be 

written by the examinee . Except for the fact that scoring may be 

present some difficulties , and cannot possibly be mechanical , this 

type has much to recommend it , since it can be directly scaled , and 

used diagnostically . Occasionally a certain amount of foreign 

language context may have to be provided in view of the possible 

multiple English meanings for foreign language forms . 

5 . Translation from spoken utterance : (b) Sentence or short 

paragraphs . This type of test can tap knowledge of grammar and 

supplies the answer , it does not lend itself readily to objective 

scoring, and it cannot be mechanically scored . If the stimuli are 

too long , there is too much reliance on memory span . 

6 . Following directions from spoken utterance . This type is 

suggested by certain intelligence tests in which the examiner asks 

the subject to perform certain tasks . Perhaps this could be done in 

a foreign language as a group paper-and-pencil test . To my 

knowledge, this type has not been tried in any formal foreign 

l a nguage utterance could be paced too rapidly , but the disadvantage 

that the vocabulary of paper-and-pencil test directions ("circle 

the star, u "cross out the triangle ,u etc . ) is not likely to be 

within usual foreign language vocabularies unless special ingenuity 

is shown in constructing the test . 

7 . Indicating the truth or falsity of foreign language 

statements . This has been an extremely popu lar variety which seems 

to be easily constructed and highly reliable and valid if care is 

exercised in construction . Many examples can be found in the work 

of Rulon (1944) in German and Russian, and Sandri and Kaulfers 

(1946 ) in Italian . It was used extensively in Army Language 

Pr oficiency Tests in a number of languages . This type of test has 

the advantage 
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that foreign l anguage orthography is involved in no way; it depends 

solely on comprehension of the foreign language sentenced, -- it 

being assured that anyone who comprehends the sentence wi l l 

imme diately perceive its truth or falsity . 

Examples: (from Rulon· s German test) 

Voices 

Eine Bibilothek ist eine Verkaufstelle. 
Viele Deutsche t rinken Bier. 
Wir schlafen in ein Koffer. 
Bauern leben in Schlosser. 
Es schneit im Winter. 
Berufsbeziehungen findet man auf Familiennamen. 
Siebmal flinf is ftinf und zwanzig. 
Können Sie den Mond beruhren? 

Anser 

F 
T 
T 
F 
T 
T 
F 
F 

(Translation) 

A library isa place where things are sold. 
Many Germans drink beer. 
We sleep in a trunk. 
Farmers live in castles. 
It snows in winter. 
One finds occupational terms in family names. 
7 X 5 = 25 
Can you touch the moon. 

By keeping the items short and limiting the crucially 

difficult aspect of each item to one element (the others being 

relatively easy), this type of test can probably be made scalable ; 

it is possible that structural and lexical knowledge can be tested 

separately . 

8.Answering questions (one-word answers). (Since we are here 
interested in auditory comprehension rather than oral production or 
writing skill, it will be assumed that the answers are written in 
English. Bovee(l948) provides numerous examples of items of this 
type; in what he calls his "audio recognition test of typical 
thought units, " 40 questions are to be dictated orally ; they are so 
formulated that " a single-word answer in either French or English 
would give unmistakable evidence of comprehension . " 

Examples: (answers to be written in English) 

Que l est votre nom? 

De quoi a-t-on besoin pour acheter un chapeau? 

9 . Multiple choice: (a) Choosing correct translation in Engl i sh . 

This can be done either with single word stimuli or short phrases , 

or wi t h sentences. In effect, these correspond to tests of reading 

comprehension and reading vocabulary discussed earlier . This form 

of test was employed by Sandri and Kaulfers (1946) in the aural 

comprehens i on test in I tal i an. It seems probable that if both 

spaken and written forms of the language have been taught, auditory 

and reading vocabulary tests will correlate highly . 
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10 . Multiple choice : (b) answers to questions, completing 

definitions , etc . The options are printed either in English or the 

foreign language; usua l ly it is the former , in order to be sure 

that one is testing auditory comprehension of the spoken language 

stimulus rather than the reading of the options . Some prefer to 

have options in the foreign language in order to reduce the 

tendency to translation . This type has been very popular and is 

easy to construct . Scoring can be objective and mechanical . 

Vo1ce Options 
1. Ein r.nnn, der Fleisch verlcauf.t 1, baker (Age.r-d-Ilunkel Tests 

2. butcher/of Aurn.1 Comprehen-
3. doctor Lsion, Lower level) 

2 . Se cultivan l.a.s flore s en un •• 1. garden (Aga.rd-Dunkel Tests 
2. box-car of Aural Compre-

.... 
3. Ou va-t-on pour prendre un 

tre.in? 

3. coal-mine hension) 
1. En voi ture 
2. Au gu1chet 
:; . A la gare 

(From Barne.rd
Yale Aural Test , 
~mple Form, 
r"'er i Part II ,#5) lI. En chem1n de 

5. A la guerre 
-----' 

11 . Multiple choice : (c) Choosing "associations n with stimulus 

word or sentences. Here the options do not necessarily have to be 

transl a t ions of the stimuli ; they may have any kind of association 

with the stimulus, however remote, as long as it is closer than 

those of the wrong alternatives . The options may be either in 

English or the foreign language . This interesting technique, with 

options in the foreign language , was used by Buchanan in his 

" Spanish Aptitude Test " (Henmon, 1929 , p. 309) , from which the 

following exarnples are taken : 

Voice (Spe.nish) 

l eer [:>:>ea.d] 

ag•.w.. ( wa ter] 

despu~:> de despertarse. 
CTi herma.no m1ro su r-elo j 
[Ai'tcr ~.:a.king, my broth2r 
U»p~ at I-I.i~ wt~h. 1 

O?t icn s 

ce.s a 
l hom:e } 

be ber 
[drink] 

( pr:Lnted ) [Transla.t icr!s 

l~b!'C . 
[ IJook] 

nomb1 ... e 
[no.me ] 

a t1'eVel' Se 
i!O.star 
c or.;e1• c i n 1 
14.&n.rt t&r~e. 

cscle.vo 
( s·1a. ve 1 

osn.r 
[ da.r e ] 

luz a 17Gl' 
[ light 1 [ y~s tet'ds.~ } 

E~:~~i1 
~~yc1s'I. ] . 
[rtSIJt f'l-'t fXi>] 
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12 . Mul tiple choice : (d) Choosing pictures represented by or 

associated with foreign language stimuli. The foregoing two types 

suffer from the disadvantage that t he options must be in English or 

in a f oreign language orthography ; some will object to the 

necessity fo r translating and others will object to the use of the 

foreign language orthography . Both objections can be met when the 

options are pictures . It seems clear that an infinite variety of 

language patterns can be tested pictorially; i t is not necessary 

that the picture represent what is said, and thus one is not 

limited to the use of directly " picturable u words and concepts. All 

that is needed is to utilize ass ociations which may be clearly 

suggested by a picture . 

As has been men t ioned in connection with reading and wr i t ing 

tests , the preparation of pictures may require special talents , and 

is a time- consuming process . Nevertheless, lt has proved a highly 

successful technique . Examples may be found in a number of Lado's 

tests of English in a foreign language , in several of Rulon·s tests 

in German and Russian , and elsewhere . Here are examples (pictures 

are described verbally because reproducti ve facili ties are 

lacking) : 

Vo1ce 
rtThe boy likes m.illt chccclate." 

(This exe:l!lple frc1u Le.do., 1950) 

Picture Options 
(Happy boy hnlding ~lass 
of chocola.te milk.] 

[Unhappy boy rejecting 
gla3s of chocolate milk.] 

[Happy boy holding a bi6 
bar of' m~.lk chocolate. J 

Here ts another ex.a.mple, from one of Rulon's German tests . A 
series of. 10 1 tems use the same four pictures; four of the 1 tet:lS 

o.re given here. 

\

. TPic-t-~r--ie )~~ 
rn.e.n anö. 'Wife si.t e. t 
home; ~1fe Im.itting; 
~-~ding. ne~pe~ 

A 
(pict:ll'e) I 

a 11•0 la.ne ab'ou t to lea ve I 
from en airport; personöl 
embark1ng I 

( pic~iW.e ) I 
a letter is being 
put into a tJSi 1box 1 

L---- .I 

yoma.n E. t grocery 
counter, t a lking to 
clerk 

-
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(Voi.ces) 
1. "8nll ~ t4' tf•BI tsert.~•111s~t ~Odl ~.e geaa~..t ~ 

lti-ll'..t~~st> sp&l"~ MU.I .%4' wiJMte.s-t- ehtett "31bien 'T"•&· 

:z.. Ganz ~e.tosJ .tls ~ssse lilNlll .t;Y Havse. Zn ~inem ~t-11~ 
S14sel , ~?U1 ma:n heute d1e gr8s'.3ten Ent:t'ornungen i n 
:du> zes te-r Ze it uoo1"1..•:tnden.. 

•'• I • • • ••• .. /" 

tf,. ~'ff'&ue- ic:i!J rhnel'l ~clto~ endf»tlt, c:la.!Js ich i;estern e in1:1 
Bri~f von mein.G~1 fy~uen Ve :l"'!tauf...:r h.2 tte~ per Lw"'triost1-
ET· s ebn t s 1ch so P..s<::h Hause un<l n~ch sei nen El te::::n .. 1 

'~ "'ISic sind de1• letzte a u.f meiner Liste. Wenn 1ch nH 
oeinen Besorgungen h~er fertig bin$ 'k:F..nn ich na.ch P.aJAee 
sehen und mich å.en ~nzen Abend eus1•uhen . " 

[T!"ansla.tions:] 
1. I f' one adds the exs.ct mu:iber to the place of eestir.113. tion,. one 

sa ves s. t lee.s t ha lf a day. 

2 . Witllout s.ny effor·t, os if' one were sitt1ng a.t home in a com
fortable easy che.ir ~ one can novs da.ys oa.ster the greatest 
distances in a ver-y $hort time. 

4,"Di:i I tell you tha.t l h.3.d a. letter from my fortner salesman, 
vis. air-·r..E.11? He bas sucll l onging for home and his parents. 11 

5. 0 You a.:re le5t on 1:y list . Af t e ::."' I get through wtt:'l my pur
ch;::;.ses here, I can go ho1~e and rest all even1ng. " 

13 . Mul tiple choice form for a dictation test . This type of 

tes t has been popular on several occas i ons during the last twenty 

years . It was used originally in one of the subtests of the 

Lundeberg-Tharp Audition Tests (Cole and Tharp, 1937 , pp . 345 f . ), 

and it has recently been utilized in the auditory tests developed 

by Nelson Brooks and his commi ttee (Kellenberger, 1954) . In this 

for m of test the stimulus (preferably a recorded voice) reads one 

of the options in each item, the student being required to indicate 

which one it is . Here are examples of items in French, German, and 

Spanish presented by Cole and Tharp (1936 , p . 345) as 

r e presentative of those in the Lundeberg Tharp Audition Tests : 

French German Spanish 

nous avons wenig chocolatera 

nos savons pfennig chocolate era 

nos savants wenn ich choca l a tiera 

nous savons wenn nicht choque ladera 

• 
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And here are some more recent examples . f rom Nelson Brook's 

(Barnard-Yale Conference) French test ; the options are marked with 

an (x ) are those whi ch are read aloud by the examiner . 

1. 

,., ..... 

X 

Le soleil 
Le soleil 
Le soleil 
Le soleil 
Le soleil 
A-t ·~lle 
A-t-alle 
A-t-elle 
A-t-elle 
A-t-elle 

se l~vait lentsment. 
s ' e3t leve lentement. 
se leve leutemant . 
s'etait leve l entement. 
se leva lentement . 

peur de ce le? 
' perdu ce lle- la.? 

perdu cela.? , 
peur de celle-la? 
perdu ceux-1~? 

This type of test probes the ability of the examinee to hear fine 

distinctions in phonology , as well as to recognize the orthographic 

representations of what he hears . Some question might be raised as 

to whether this ability to hear fine phonological distinctions is 

actually involved in the understanding of speech in normal 

conversationa l situat ions , where the context would be expected to 

prevent misunderstanding . There are two ways of finding out whether 

this objection is a valid one . First , can native speakers of the 

foreign language perform this type of item satisfactorily? If 

native speakers have no trouble with it, it probably represents a 

kind of performance which has been naturally acquired in the 

process of learning to use the language in everyday situat ions . 

Otherwise, we would have to infer that the fine phonological 

distinctions of a language are essentially useless , and that 

situation in which they are crucial (i . e . , are the sole carriers of 

important differences in meaning) almost never arise . Such as 

conclusion is difficult to accept, but we must suspend judgment 

until suitable evidence is at hand . A second line of argument 

against the objection stated above would be the finding that items 

of this type discriminate well and correlate with other phases of 

language achievement . The high item-test coefficient reported by 

Brooks (Kellenberger, 1954) would seem to support the notion that 

this type of items is a reliable test of something which students 

learn in foreign courses . 
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If it is necessary or desirable to eliminate any foreign 

language orthography, pictorial materials can be substituted for 

the options . Use of pictures may put a limit on the kinds of 

distinctions which can be employed - for example , it would probably 

be extremely difficult to prepare a distinctive p i cture for each of 

the five options in the item about the sunrise , above (the first 

e xample from Brook's test). Nevertheless , with a little ingenuity 

one could doubtless develop numerous items exemplifying thi s 

technique . 

14.Identification of correct usage. There is no r eason why 

knowledge of "correct usage " cannot be tested in an auditory tes t 

a s well as in the printed test . Indeed, the argument could be made 

that the auditory test is more realistic, spoken language being the 

primary form of language.* Sandri and Kaulfers (1946) include such 

a test in their auditory comprehension test of Italian. They 

present spoken sentences in pairsi one of t hese is correct, the 

other incorrect, and the student indicates which it is on his 

answer sheet . Such a test probably tests at a rather high level of 

ability in a language . Examples from the Sandri-Kaul fers test of 

aural comprehension in Italian : 

State which is correct . 

Read by a voice : 1 . a . I alberi sono alti . 

b. Gli alberi sono alti . 

25 . a . Io ho piu che venti l ire . 

b. Io ho piu di venti lire . 

50 . a . Io vorrei fargli un regalo . 

b . Io piacerai fargli un regalo . 

15 . Auditory paragraph comprehension tests . In all the types 

of auditory comprehension tests discussed so far, the foreign 

language auditory stimuli have been relatively short - seldom 

beyond a single sentence . (An exception a r e the pictorial tests of 

Rulon , where some of the auditory stimuli may be 40 - 50 words 

long . It has been thought t hat while a person might be able to 

perform quite well in comprehending short sentences in the foreign 

lang uage , he might not do as well in maintaining comprehension of 

continuous discour se, because he could not take the time he needs 

* Gr ay (1938) found that U. S . pupils in grades II to VIII were able 

to detect errors in spoken language (English) more readily than 

they coul d in the printed form . 
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to decode the foreign language stimulus . The very fact that the 

beginning learner often wants a foreign speaker to " speak more 

slowly, please" suggests that his decoding speed in slower than it 

has to be if he is to keep up with normal rates of speech . * 

Therefore, there seems to be some validity in the nation that it is 

necessary to test comprehension of passages of connected discourses 

longer than a sentence or two . On the other hand, it is probable 

that other types of auditory comprehension tests , using short 

fore ign language stimuli , will correlate highly with tests using 

connected discourse , making it possible to dispense with the 

latter . In same ways, this would be fortunate , for the paragraph 

comprehension tests present a number of difficulties in 

construction . 

In general, auditory paragraph comprehension tests follow the 

pattern of reading comprehens ion tests . A paragraph or two I 

presented auditorily (preferably by a recorded voice) , after which 

the examinee is tested by any of the standard item-types possible 

with paper-and-pencil tests : true-false statements, multiple-choice 

questions, completion questions, etc . In general, these items are 

in English (i . e . the native language of the examinees) ; this seems 

preferable to using the foreign language in these questions, 

because the point of testing is to measure comprehension of the 

spaken passage . 

Examples of auditory paragraph comprehension tests are to be 

found in the work of Sandri and Kaulfers (1946) for Italian , Agard 

and Dunkel (1948) in French, German, Spanish, and Russian , 

Villareal (1947) for Spanish, and the Barnard-Yale Aural Test in 

French (Kellenberger, 1954) . Agard and Dunkel, for example have two 

varieties of this test form . In some of their tests they present 

anecdotes, averaging 1 ~ minutes in duration, often with and old

world literary flavor , with subsequent 3- option multiple choice 

question wholly inn English based on the anecdotes . In their " upper 

level " tests they present a dialogue between a man and a woman 

speaker ; this dialogue lasts nearly 5 minutes , occupying one side 

of a 12" 78-RPM phonograph record . Then a series of about 15 

multiple-choice questions , printed in the answer booklet, is 

presented. 

*Note that it does not demonstrate that decoding speed is slower. 

The learner may actually be requesting a sharper definition of word 

boundaries , for example . 
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The most serious defect in paragraph comprehension tests that 

I have examined (and listened to) is that the questions are not 

p roper ly designed . It is often true that a person can answer a 

series of questions quite accurately (well beyond chance) without 

even hearing the paragraphs on which the questions are based, much 

less understanding them . He is gui ded either by general information 

o r by clues afforded by the questions themselves . Also, the 

questions in a given group are likely to be spuriously correlated, 

in that the options are parallel and the examinee tends to answer 

the questions on the basis of some consistent notion about the 

stimulus paragraph; if his notion happens to be correct , he gets 

most of the questions correct, but if his notion happens to be 

incorrect he gets more questions incorrect than he would be likely 

to by mere chance. Finally, it has been the writer·s experience 

that the correct comprehension of a single word in what was 

otherwise a welter of confusion enabled him, sometimes, to answer a 

consider able number of questions correctly . These defects are so 

serious in the Chicago test of aural comprehension that a great 

deal more doubt has been cast , in my mind, upon the conclusions of 

the Agard- Dunkel Investigation (1948) . [This investigation was 

supposed to discover whether new- type courses employing oral-aural 

skills produced greater achievement than traditional courses 

emphasizing grammar and translation . The results were inconclusive, 

possibly because of deficiencies in the criterion measurement . ] 

In order to avoid the defects mentioned above , it is 

recommended that 

they will deal 

(a) the paragraph be "topical", in the sense that 

with particular things , particular people , or 

parti cular situations at particular times ; in this way questions 

which can be answered from general information will be minimi zed; 

(b) the questions be constructed in such a way that parallelism 

between questions, and other clues , are avoided; (c) the questions 

be roade as independent of each other as possible . In short, 

considerable care and item- writing skill has to be exercised in 

order to succeed with this type of examination . 
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Tests of Oral Production 

Tests of reading , writing, and auditory comprehension can all 

be administered as group paper- and- pencil tests , and the foregoing 

survey of test types was restricted very largely to a consideration 

to group paper-and-pencil tests - Except for one or two special 

cases , or save for the case where one has a battery of recording 

machines available, tests of oral production must be administered 

individually . There has been very little success in objectifying 

oral production tests ; the examinee's production must be evaluated 

by trained persons, in some cases preferably by more than one 

judge . 

Productions may be rated with respect to any one of a number 

of dimensions . e . g ., accuracy of pronunciation, correctness of 

grammar, choice of words, etc. 

The first problems in developing tests of oral production is 

to decide what kinds of foreign language responses one wants to 

elicit , and then to discover appropriate stimuli for eliciting such 

responses . Test procedures differ in the extent to which they 

attempt to control the response . 

(a)Response controlled very little . In this type one merely asks 

the examinee to discourse fora short while (e . g . , 2 or 3 minutes) 

on a topic which is assigned to him on the spot . [Presumably there 

is no point in announcing a topic in advance and thus allowing 

examinees to prepare and memorize a " speech", since in this case 

a l l one could reliably gauge would be accuracy of pronunciation . 

Furthermore, one would be testing the motivation of the subject in 

preparing his "speech . " ] One difficulty is in the selection of the 

top ic ; some might be so banal as to be of little interest to the 

subject , e . g . "What I Do Every Day, " while others may tax his 

vocabulary, e . g . " A Visit toa Factory , " or lie outside his 

experience . Another difficulty occasionally is the fact that one 

must have a variety of topics; otherwise , the topic leaks out to 

examinees who are still waiting to be tested . 

Once the examinee has made his speech , there remains the 

problem of rating his production . This can be done either by 

establishing a number of rating scales (e . g . for vocabulary, 

grammar, fluency, originality, etc . }or by comparing the output 



with the points on a pre-established quality scale . Some of the 

problems associated with quality scales have been alluded to 

earlier . 

But there is an even more serious considerations . If we ask a 

group of examinees to discourse on a given theme in their native 

language, wide variations in performances will be noted ; this is 

attested by the experience of speech teachers, and by a number of 

psychological investigations. There is a good likelihood, I think, 

that performance in a foreign language will reflect speaking 

ability in the native language. 

In view of these difficulties, testing of oral production by 

this method is not recommended . 

(b) Moderate degree of control of responses . Greater success will 

doubtless be attained if one attempts to elicit oral productions 

with a greater degree of control of content . The problem is similar 

t o that encountered in tests of writing ability, where it was 

pointed out that we must put " thoughts " in the subject's mind if we 

are to be sure that we are measuring control of the language rather 

than ideational fluency. Hence, we must consider what stimuli we 

might use for eliciting responses. 

(1) The controlled interview . Rulon (1922) roade use of a 

controlled interview situation . The examinee was interviewed 

individually; he was brought in and told (in the foreign language) 

t hat he would be inte rviewed in the foreign language . Questions 

were then asked, such as "When did you get up this morning? Why so 

early? What time did you have breakfast? Do you like this course?" 

etc . The effectiveness of the questions in eliciting fluent answers 

in English had been confirmed in pre- tests . 

The productions were recorded for later rating. Rating was in 

terms of a pre-established quality scale , recorded on a series of 

phonograph records . Materials were provided for the judges to 

practice rating interviews . 
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One obj ection to a controlled interview in which the foreign 

language is spoken by the examiner is that measurement of aural 

comprehension is , as it were , confounded with the measurement of 

oral production . If the examinee cannot understand the questions, 

he cannot be expected to answer them . [It is conceivable that a 

person might have developed facility in oral production without a 

corresponding profanely in auditory comprehension.) 

(2)Controlled conversation with interpretation . A procedure 

wnicn may be somewhat superior to the controlled interview is what 

might be called the controlled conversation . Agard and Dunkel 

(1948 , p . 59) describe their test as follows : " Part III , the 

Conversation, consists of a directed exchange of remarks between a 

student and a native speaker whose voice is recorded on a 

phonograph disc . The student is asked to imagine that he is in the 

company of a friend whose native language is French , German, or 

Spanish, as the case may be. The friend speaks to him, and 

irrunediately afterward another voice on the record directs the 

student in English what to reply to his friend . For example , the 

fr iend may say, "Como esta usted?", whereupon the English word 

says : " Tell him that you're fine and ask him how he is . " Pa uses are 

provided in the record while the student makes his contributions . 

which are rated by the examiner according to the following s cale : 

2 . Expresses ideas accurately . 

1 . Partially incorrect ; conveys th~ correct idea but has 

one or more errors of grammar ; conveys almost the correct 

idea , having one or two errors of vocabulary . 

0 . Only small part of idea conveyed ; wrong idea conveyed; 

wrong idea conveved ; not understandable ; no utterance 

roade . 

Agard and Dunlek point out that "the remarks of the foreign 

friend serve only to provide the i l lus i on of a real conversa t ion, 

but they do not have to be accurately unders tood before a correct 

response can be roade . " In effect , this type of test is an oral 

t ranslation e xercise , -- but it is really more than translation 

because the examinee has to manipulate g r ammatical structures in 

the light of the situation (e . g . , change number . person , tense in 

verbs , etc . ) . I belie v e more work should be done on developing this 

promis ing form of test . 
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A slightly different type of test , along similar princi p1es , 

is that employed by Sandri and Kaulfers (1945) for an oral fluency 

scal e i n I ta l ian, and by Kaulfers (1942) for an oral fluency scale 

i n Spanish . (Actually these two are highly similar . ) In this t e st , 

the examiner tells the subjects that he is to imagine himself in a 

foreign country ; he is to give the response he would make under 

va r ious condi tions . For example , in Part I ( " Securing Essential 

Services" ) , the examinee is asked : 

How would you tell an Italian : 

(1) (a) to speak Eng l ish? 

l?\ (b) to open the window? 

(5) to find out where the man went? 

(29 (b) if he knows where the man went? 

i nJ.::> pä t:t:ern is .r:o11owea in a numner or airrerent Kinas o.r: 

si t uations, and wi th increasingly difficul t questions . This form 

makes possible a wide variety and sampling of responses within a 

relative short time , and it should make possible a fairly objective 

eval uation of responses . By imposing a time- limit on the subject's 

r e sponse to each i tem, the standardization of the procedure i n 

incre ased . The materials publ ished by Sandri and Kaulfers for 

Italian and Spanish can be easily adapted for other languages . 

(3)The picture description test . Agard and Dunkel (1948 , p . 

56) also worked with what they called a Picture Series , in which 

the e xaminee was presented a series of simple pictures , each of 

which could be described with a simple sentence such as "The man is 

waiting for the train ." or " The mouse is eating the cheese . " 

Answers are rated by the examiner . 

This form of test would b e particularly appropriate where it 

is desirable or necessary to avoid the use of the native language 

in t he te sting . The p i cture would be pre- tested for clari ty and 

explici tness . It may be necessary to give the subjects some idea of 

the form of response required : Agard and Dunke l had two sample 

pict ures " with printed answers which would be normal if expected in 

English . " 
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(c) High degree of control of responses . In contrast with some of 

the tests discussed earlier, certain kinds of tests provide stimuli 

which l ead directly to specific foreign language responses . Some 

of the following ideas have apparently never been tried . 

(l)A picture naming task . Such tests have been used in English 

to measure what the writer has called the "Naming factor" (Carroll , 

1941) . A series of pictures of common objects would be presented, 

and the examinee would be asked to name them as rapidly as 

possible . Response would be measured in terms of accuracy and 

speed . It might be necessary to obtain control measurements on 

speed of naming in English . 

(2) Controlled association test. As is done in certain kinds 

of psychological testing, the subject could be asked to respond to 

single stimuli as rapidly as possible so that response latency 

could be measured . The following variations come immediately to 

mind : 

Stimulus 

English word 

Foreign word 

Tests of Pronunciation 

Response (in foreign language) 

Corresponding (foreign language word 

Opposite word in foreign language ; 

Species or genus , etc . 

Attention has been focussed on one particular aspect of oral 

production, namely accuracy of pronunciation . The traditional 

method was to ask the subject simply to read a passage aloud ; the 

examiner then attempted to mark every error . This cumbersome method 

is now being replaced by more objective and reliable techniques. 

The principle on which the newer techniques are base is that 

examples of the subject's pronunciation of each aspect of the 

phonology of the language , or a sample thereof , must be 

deliberately elicited. Evan (1937) found that "a direct oral test 

as the word, in which the judges rate a single words in each 

sentence , is almost as good as a measurement of mere accuracy of 

pronunciation as a longer connected paragraph in which judges 

attempt to mark every error ." What Evans meant by "almost as good" 

I don't know (having read only an abstract of her thesis) , but I 

assume that the word test, as a sample , can be roade more reliable 
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and valid as the length of the sample is increased . Lado, at the 

University of Michigan, has constructed a picture test which is 

designed to elicit a series of English words exemplifying all the 

phonemes which give particular give particular trouble to native 

speakers of Spanish . 

Indeed , Lado (see Hill, 1935 , p ) has claimed that it is 

possible to measure pronunciation ability by a written test which 

can be administered by mail if necessary : A typical item in the 

test presents three pictures , e . g ., a picture of a ball , a picture 

of rain, and a picture of a cake , accompanied by skeleton printed 

words like b_ll , r_n , c_ke ; the subject is to identify the option 

which as a dissimilar sound . Thus , the test is somewhat similar to 

Thurstone's Sound Grouping Test (Thurstone , 1939 , a paper-and

pencil test in which the subject is required to eliminate the odd 

rhyme in groups of words . It is somewhat disconcerting to find that 

even native speakers of English do not do uniformly well on 

Thurston ' s test ; indeed, the test tends to correlate with tests of 

reasoning . A question might be raised, therefore, as to whether 

native speakers of English would do uniformly well on Lado's test . 

This completes the survey of item types which have been used 

in measuring foreign language achievement . We must now examine 

several other problems in constructing foreign language achievement 

tests . 

V. The problem of content 

The problem which has continually dogged efforts to devise 

valid foreign language achievement tests is that of the content 

which should be included . It is rarely that this problem has arisen 

in respect to language structure (phonology, grammar, syntax ; it 

most often arises with respect to lexicon and vocabulary . 

There should not be any great problem in cases where teste are 

being constructed as achievement examinations for particular 

courses of training for here the clear solution is to use the 

vocabulary and grammar which has been taught in the course . 
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It is where one has the task of constructing an achievement 

examination which wi l l apply equally well for a whole gamut of 

foreign language courses, or which will be valid for "testing 

knowledge of X language" regardless of the training received, that 

particular trouble is caused for the test constructor . Most test 

constructors have had recourse to frequency counts, which exist for 

most of the European languages commonly taught in the American 

schools but not for languages like Chinese, Japanese, or Burmese . 

Even the frequency counts give us troubl e , for most of them are 

based on the literary, written language rather than upon samplings 

of spoken language . This is quite in order for the construction of 

t ests of reading comprehension , but it does not suffice for tests 

of spoken l anguage skills . Even when one is concerned only with the 

word counts of written materials, different results will be 

obtained depending upon the texts which are includes in the sample 

to be counted . The very high frequency words in word-counts turn 

out to be largely the " function words, " like the , will , of , act, in 

Engl ish ; likewise in other languages. 

Perhaps this problem has been exaggerated , however . What with 

t he drawbacks of the existing frequency counts in specific 

languages, perhaps more attention should be paid to the Semantic 

Frequency List prepared by Helen S . Heaton (1940) . This is an 

attempt to construct a composite word list which could display the 

commonest " concepts " in the various European languages . This list 

might provide a standard to which foreign language tests of 

structure could be limited . It is always possible to talk about 

certain nearly universal concepts such as man , woman , boy , gir!, 

day , sun, week , month , walking , running and their likes , using 

these as a vehicle for the testing of knowledge of the structure 

and lexicon which one might find, for example, in the principal 
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parts of a relatively infrequent verb . ) Then, where vocabulary as 

such is to be tested, one may resort to f requency lists to get a 

first approximation to the probably difficulty of the vocabulary 

items . It should be remembered that the construction of a 

vocabulary test even in Engli sh, where frequency counts of all 

sorts are available, it is protracted task, if one counts the time 

spent in item analysis to determine difficulties , revisions to 

reflect item- analysis data, etc . 

One thing to be avoided, in all probability, is the use of 

literary or archaic linguistic items . Agard and Dunkel (1948) admit 

that some of the anecdotes they used in their auditory 

comprehension tests failed to represent modern colloquial speech . 

Still another idea which perhaps has not been sufficiently 

exploited, is to make a frequency count , not of words used in 

elementary tests, but of the topics which form their subject-matter 

from the content point of view . For e xample , one elementary 

textbook in German conversation (Goedsche , Wie geht's? N. Y. Crofts 

1938) has its first few lessons on the fol lowing topics : greetings 

between students, making acquaintances , family relationships, time , 

at tea, and sport . By inspection of other textbooks it might be 

found that here is a common core of topics which run through a 

number of texbooks; these could then be used as the basis of 

achievement examinations. 

VI . The Problem of Scaling. 

Most of the standardized achievement tests , for example , those 

of the Cooperative Test Service and even the tests of the Agard

Dunkel investigation are scaled only in terms of percentiles 

attained by groups with varying amounts of formal training . Such 

norms may be of use to teachers in judging whether their students 

are keeping pace with normal progress in language courses , but they 

are of almost no use in determining what a score on one of these 

tests actually means . For none of these standardized tests have I 

ever seen any information which would help in gauging what kinds of 
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of scores would signify near-native proficiency, what scores would 

signify minimal ability to conduct routine affairs in a foreign 

country , etc . Nor do I know of any published reports (except in a 

thesis by Villareal , 1947) about the administration of these tests 

to native speakers of the foreign language involved, but this is 

probably because the English elements in the tests make them 

inapplicable to native speakers . (The only approach to this has 

been roade in so-called Inter-Ame r ican test constructed by Manuel, 

1950) . 

It is nevertheless imperative to develop means to obtain 

quasi-absolute standards for test scores . Questionnaires which 

inquire of job applicants how fluently they read, write, 

understand, and speak foreign languages are mute evidence that such 

standards are needed . How can they be obtained? 

A few workers in the field have provided a certain amount of 
evidence . Shane (1933) was a pioneer in the absolute measurement of 
vocabulary . His work, which anticipated that of Seashore and 
Eckerson (1940) in English vocabularies, estimated the average size 
of active and passive French vocabularies in Florida high school 
classes . Sandri and Kaulfers (196) offered a system for 
interpr eting scores on their auditory comprehension in Italian : 

0-100 A. Cannot understand the spoken language . 

101-150 B. Can catch a word here and there and occasionally 
guess the general meaning through inference 

151- 200 C. Can understand the ordinary questions and answers 
relating to the routine transactions involved in independent 
travel abroad 

201-225 D. Can understand ordinary conversation on conunon , 
non-technical topics , with the aid of occasional repetition or 
periphrastic restatements 

226-250 E. Can understand popular talks , talking- pictures , 
ordinary telephone conversations , and minor dialectal variations 
without obvious difficulty, as well as detect departures from 
normal usage 

The basis for this system was not adequately explained by Sandri 

and Kaulfers, but it is a step in the right direction . Unfortunate

lee it assumes that foreign language achievement is a "uni tary 

trait .". We should assume , on the contrary , that it consists of a 

number of different aspects , for each of which it wou l d be 

necessary to construct a scale . 
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There are two lines of attack on the problem of scaling : 

First, i t is possible to arrange the performances in a test along a 

difficulty scale (analogous to the menta l maturity scale of such a 

test as he Binet inte lligence test ) , and it i s possible to locate 

an individual's limen on this scale, -- i . e . , the point where he 

has , say, a 50% probability of passing the per formances . By expert 

j udgments to the difficulty and importance of the performances at 

points of the scale, it is possible to gain some idea of the 

meanings of the scores. For example , if a certain score implies 

that the individual who gets it has a 50% probability of knowing a 

group of words which are deemed of rather corrunonplace usefu lness in 

the language , s uch as score can be regarded as reflecting somewhat 

low ability in the language , regardless of what the norms in 

college classes might suggest . 

A second approach is to attempt to obtain a series of scaled 

scores , or a series of normative values , on groups of native 

speakers of the language in question . Possibly grade norms could 

be obtai ned , so that it would be possible , for example, to say that 

such-and-such a score on a French language achievement test 

represents the average achievement of he 3° g r ade (or its 

equivalent) in France . 

Unfortunately , mast foreign language tests contain such a 

large f reight of English that they are inapplicable to non

bilingua l native speakers of the foreign language . The technique 

mentioned in the last paragraph therefore could be applied only 

with those tests which incorporate no English elements (beyond the 

instructions , which could be easily translated) . Other kinds of 

tests could then be calibrated against the tests which are free of 

Engl ish . 

Possibly some comparative idea of the level of a chievement of 

typical groups of American language-learners could be obtained by 

administering language tests which have been developed and 

standardized in fore ign countries . For example, French normative 

data are available on at l east two verbal tests , that of Bonnardel 

(1951) mentioned earl ier, and the vocabulary tes t developed by 

Binois and Pichot (undated) . Furt her bibliographic research or 

correspondence with foreign scholars would probably disclose 

analogous tests in Spanish , German , Portuguese , Italian , and other 

languages. 
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VI I . Recommended Procedures in Developing Foreign Language 

Achievement Tests . 

The survey of item types roade in preparation for this 

memorandum makes it possible to outline recommended formats for 

achievement tests measuring t he various language functions . First , 

a format for tests using English will be given : in most cases , use 

of English leads to a more convenient, more easily constructed, and 

probably more reliable and val i d form . On the othe r hand, non

English forms are needed fort use with individuals of hete r ogeneous 

language backgrounds, and for use with native speakers of the 

language in question for purposes of calibration of achievement 

standards . 

TESTS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT (Form A, for Use with Native 

Speakers of English) 

1 . Test of Reading Comprehension and Speed 

a . Vocabulary test : 100 multiple choice items ; foreign 

language words and phrases (context to be held to the 

minimum necessary to specify meaning intended ; usually no 

context necessary) , 5 options in English for each item, In 

this test , a deliberate attempt is roade to probe the 

extent of the individual's vocabulary in the foreign 

language ; the items wi l l range from the easiest to the 

most difficult . Work- limit-test . 

b . Test of Reading Comprehension : paper-and-pencil test , 

100 True-False statements (cons isting of one or more 

sentences) . This tes t would be designed to measure 

knowledge of structura l characteristics of the language ; 

the vocabulary would be limited to high- frequency items, 

or , where that is not possible , glosses in English would 

be supplied . The statements could occasionally consist of 

two or three sentences in order to take advantage of such 

things as pronoun antecedents, which might confuse some 

l ess able examinees . If possible, a list of structure 

points shoul d be set up ; each of the true- false statements 

should be constructed to turn on one of these structure 

points . Work- limit test. 
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c . Tests of Reading Speed : A passage of simple reading 

material should be altered so that a word in every other 

sentence or two makes nonsense . The subject is introduced to 

read this material as fast as possible , crossing out the 

nonsense words (the latter being as obvious as possible) . A 

time-limit test, in order to measure speed; score is the 

number of words underlined within the time limit . 

2 . Tests of Writing and Grammar . 

a . Multiple choice test of grammar : 50 items similar to items 

2a and 2b illustrated under our discussion of writing tests 

(p. 21 ) . Work- limit test; objectively scored. An attempt 

should be rnade to sample structure points widely . 

b . An " interlinear exercise": This type of test has been 

described previously {p . 23) . The subject is asked to edit a 

passage of connected discourse. Work- limit test; scoring by 

trained raters . 

3 . Tests of Auditory Comprehension . 

a . True-False statements . A test similar to that which Rulon 

(1944) prepared for Russian and German ; about 50 statements 

recorded phonographically or on tape . Objective scoring . 

b . Multiple choice: pictures associated with spoken stimuli. 

This also follows the format of tests of this type prepared 

by Rulon (1944) for German and Russian . Objective scoring. 

bl . ( Id pictures are too curnbersome ) . A multiple choice form 

in which the options are printed in English; the types 

l abeled "multiple-choice (b) " or "multiple-choice (c) " (see 

pages 30-31) are judged of mots genera l usefulness . This test 

can be objectively scored . 

c . Following directions; An attempt should me made to 

construct a test of this type in order to test the ability to 

follow a lengthy discourse . The speech could start slowly, 

then increase gradually to " normal " rate and to " fast" 

speech, in order that speed of auditory comprehension may be 

calibrated . 
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4 .Tests of Oral Production 

a .Controlled conversation (interpretation) . It is recommended that a 
test modeled closely along the lines of that constructed by Sandri 
and Kaulfers (1945) should be developed . This type asks the examinee 
such questions as how he would tell an Italian to speak English, to 
open the window, to find someone to repair his car , etc . (see p . 40) . 

b . Test of pronunciation . A distinct set of printed words or phrases 
exemplifying the phonological distinctions of the language is to be 
read aloud by the examinee , whose response is to be evaluated by the 
examiner . 

TESTS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT (Form B, Use with Persons who do not 
Speak English ; Can Also be Used with Native Speakers of English) 

l . Tests of Reading Comprehension and Speed . 

a . Vocabulary Test : Paper-and-pencil test , same as corresponding test in 
Form A, but multiple choice options in the foreign language, consisting 
usually of phrases of less vocabulary difficulty than the lead words . 

b . Test of Reading Comprehension . Same as in Form A (T-F statements) . 

c . Test of Reading Speed . Same as in Form A. 

2 . Tests of Writing and Grammar , 

a . Multiple choice test of grammar . Similar to that in Form A, but omit 
English cue , and make options such that only one is correct usage of 
grammar . 

b . Interlinear exercise . Same as in Form A. 

3 . Tests of Auditory Comprehension . 

a . True- False statements . Same as in Form A. 

b . Multiple choice . pictures associated with spaken stimuli . Same as in 
Form A. 

bl . (If pi ctures are too cumbersome) . same as in Form A, bul with options 
printed in the foreign language . 

c . Following directions . Same as in Form A. 

4 . Tests of Oral Production 

a . Pictur e description Test . This will be similar to the Picture Series 
developed by Agard and Dunkel (1948) 

b . Test of pronunciation . Same as in Form A. 
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Comprehens1on test. RCA Recorde,i {T-F statemen t s) factory . 
1944.Dtscs ND3-M::-3473 to 3480. (phonogra.ph rec.) 

Un1v. of Chicago Aural Compre
hens1on Tests 1n German. 
Lower and Upper Levels. Ava.11-
able from Veterans Test1ng 
Service, 5741 Drexel Ave., 
Chicago 37, Ill. 

Aud1tocy comp. The parts be.sed m abort 
(w1th phonograph sentences or 
records) questions a.re 

generally sa.tisfa.ctory; 
the questions based 

~ on connected cU.scourse 
and dialogues a.re 
poorly construeted 
~nd ed1ted. 

ITALIAN 

College Entranee Examination 
Board Acb1evement Tests tn 
Ia tli.an Rea.d1ng. See Bur os 
53:249. 

Cooperative' Italian Test. 1947. 
see Buroa . .\Q i l,~f 49:199~ 

. . · :;~~ c~ ~<.. ·-::1 . ..:.··.'-

. . .. . 

., . . . 

·' , . 

Voca. b., gramma.r_, 
Reading comp. 

Voca.b"., grsmmar, 
read1ng, cul ture. 

Gre.mmar. 

. - ., . 
Readtilg ·comp. 

Not ava.11.able to 
public. 

Appe.rently not qu1 te 
ae competent as 
Coop. tests in other 
languages • Needs 
ed1t1ng. . .. ; 

(No rev1ev ava.ilable) 

(No\-9.~tew ava1lable) 



AppMCf t.x A - & 
RUSS :r_.1N ( 1! on·(; 1nued) 

1 [Rulon, P . J. et al.] F.ussilm Intel"'- Oral produc t ton Usefu l a s a poss i ble 
·vieu Ra. ·ang Scale. RCA Records, (quality scale) model; ma.terw.l 
1944. Records ND3-UJ-3455 to too spec1f"1c , 
3462 end 3492~94. 

{R.ul on, P. J . et ' al. ] Oral Ruaaian .A·~d;Ltory comp. Genere.lly satis-
Comprehension Test. ROA Records (T-F ste.tements) factory. 
1944 . Records ND3-~~-3471 to. 3472 
a nd 3481- 86. 

Univer aity or Chicago Aural Com- Aud1tory comp. 
prebensi on Tests in Russ1an. 
Lower and Upper Levels . Avail-
able from Veterans Test1ng 
Service,5741 Drexel Ave., 
Chicago 37, Ill. 

SPANISH 

VOCSib• 1 grammar, 
Reading. compo
s 1 tion. 

· p.·1~st -l'elrJ8pan1sh Test. o.Ho · Not known. 
P-a tterscm.: ··1945. Purdue Un1v. 
Se& Buroe· 53 :~61 . 

,, 

(Same rema.rk as f cr 
Untv. 1cago 
Fren · l ! ; d Ge?>mB.n 
tests.) 

Generally eatis
~actory. 

Not avs.11.a.ble to 
publ1c. 

Generally satts~ 
tactor7. · ·. 

GenorallY: tsat1s,..~:- .. 
t'å~tör:v- .·;· . 

~!Y-teve~~e~~b;;.t 
ui.itoYorably ~~-- · ·· 

i . ·. ' 
... .... ' : ~ ,., .. \ .... •( 

No·· reviev avs.11.oolen 
Probably ha.a disad
va.nte.ge tha t v~c-e.b. 
1! :.testad ·a1våi8 in . 
c~fl~·ext·:" ·· · · 
No revtev avail.e.ble. 



AppendiK A - 7 

SPAUISE { continued) . ' 

.Furrn~s~ Test of Aural Compr-ah<::n
aion :f.n Span1ell. 1945-51 . E. r.. 
Purne ~ d • Banks Upshe. v C o. , 
De.lle.s 1, Texas. See Buroa 
49 :213; 53 :262. 

Auditory c~~p~e- Generelly eet1s
henaion. (Recor-d~ . factory, some 
1ngs ava.1la.ble: defect3. 
phono,täpe,v1re . ) 

Graduate Record Examinations: Not knovn. No reviev ava.11.e.ble. 
Advanced Spanish Test. 1946•51. 
See Buros 53:263. 

t0\1a Pla.cement E.,.-9.mina.tions ~ Voce.b.,gramme.r, Fe.Lrly satisfactory . 
s .pe.nieh Tra:1.n1.ng: ·sel:'1ea STl, reading. 
Revised. 1924-25. Bur. Educ . Res. 
and Serv.,State Un1v. of Iowa. 
See Buros 49 :21~. · 

Kansas Firat Year Spanish Test·. Not tmovn. No review e.ve.1lab - ~ : ... 
1947. M.M. M11ler. !Ansas State 
Teachers College . ·see Buros 
53 :264. . 

[Xaul.f'era,w.v. Oral-tluency test Oral production. Excellent, for 1ts 
in Spani~.:] .Conta·lned in: . . ·type. Usable aa it 
Ka:ulter&'; ·t941j( aea b1611oJa"åPhY) · ·· ·· atands ... · 

tW'l«i&1'ers-S'rt>. ~U41tion ! 'est ··in A.u~itori -~ompre- ·a~ne~11., (:aat1~-
spapt.~h:.! .. J.~9·.'· . .r·.JJ.~'11Jarp.oh1o henå1on. , t'actoey. 
s~.~e ~~.~~·-~~-ee .. B~<?a 49:2_~1 . .... :! (}c;_;: . ... : --~:: .. : ... · .. ~ 
(~~-~~g;~~~~ l.ft~ . a(~l°Tes.ta 'öt \!'ocabulary and Not tavorabi7 revtev.ed; 

. La:n.gUasir:Ueage:! --.Kc,tiv:e Vocab\l- grammar ··-~. probab1'1 not appro-
. ·:.:. ut ... alid ~reaäion:'.Coo - ..; ·: ": ·ra.11en :·,...;..11ah :· ·rut·& tor =te ttilg 

··· · t1":~ .- · iite-~4Dertcan .Tesi~i§sö~ ~-.. ::s , ·- 1~ · s~ntih'~aöit1ev!ment , m~~~ee)..;~~ .. ~~~~~1~;· • -· .~ .. :· ·:-'• :~t!~~~:I ·• ' öt'~Bnglfsli <epeabrao 
;' s~lah _~~ .. iWi?-II_r.:-:KclileveJDB~t-._ ·· :nbt,,:läitNJj) ' ·

1
::5ö_/reyJ.ev-aVållalii:e. 

· Ex&m1D&ti?c>ni!·toif.8 .. 8'C'ondä:ry: · _... - .. (Pårållel tests in 
sc1lcfoli ... ·'">'" . 1 - ;_,rv~cook~,. .Edu· •. · Pi'erich. and. oermn 
-~~tia~ " dl" .. ~-> }(d~liJr6! . 53I~~f .. _ ~untav0fåb17"~-i'.1ewed.) 

! .sturoid~jli'..1.'~i.te. · 1921.· . · o~~·'.V'.cscal.l., ver;r. tajoN.btt . 1~e·:. 
f ""-B·a~f~j)~4Jld-·"-~J6ti'1Sf.8.niörd r ::NJ~~:!~öiDP : . . ~vteved~-~~i.fi:.:~f"I. · 
~ . {!.n.1~'?, : ~l"if'il'JS.-...·_suros 53 ;~66. .. ,_ · · continued 1n de~nd. 

·q~~~~~QtMltll,~s9~ft~ Q..~~~.!AAn:-t .. 1,Ä~~\~r7~ .. '.·,, ·.. ,su'~ ~~-~r~ -. r~~-.{ _. 
·-.· ·a1on -!eet-.·lri S tsn ; · L<>Ver · ·comprehena1on. .,. niv.· ot Chicago 
" åli'd~ttppf,rn:iv&t.r ... :Xvailabte":·::. ·' ·· · · .. · · · · , te.ste ·tn Freneh 

; '__ ·Jt~t'~XJ!},~:.~~~-t~~i:a:6r;f?;~~~ · ~··: ... :.; . : . 1 
: -~~ Ge~n • . 

. ·. , : .,. :.:· :. ·._-~ ,;. / 



Agn1»d.:i P..Bo 11 a.nd Dunrel, HvB. An invest1gation 2t_ secon<!-1.angue.ge 
lea.!'nlng. Boston: Ginn, 191+8. vi111 344 p. 

Anrlersou, I . Hq and Pa1rbenks, G. Common and 0.1fferen"t1a l f'actors 
in reading and hearing vocabul.B.ry. Journal or Educational ~esesrch, 
1937, 30, 317-324. 

Anclrua, Lawrence. Report1ng a test. Modern Languap Journal, 1942, 
26, 368-374. 

Binois, R., and P1chot, P. Test de vocabulaire. Published by the , 
Centra de Peychologie App11quee 11 15, rue Benri He1ne, Paris XVIe, 

France. ( unda ted) , ; ~ 

Bonna.rdel, R. Btude d 1une epreuve de comprehenaion du vocabula1re, 
le test B. V. 0-8. Le 'l'ra~11 Buma1n, 1951, 14, 77-89. , . . . 

Bovee, Arthur a. A etudy or the relat1onsh1p betveen v1sue.l thought 
comprehenelon 1n Engltsb _and 1n Frencb. Prench Reviev,1947,21,120-123. 

Bov~~. · Ar~~iw:9• . 'lle . r~la~tc?P..sp1p bet~e.en aud1o ~~ v.1e.~1 tJ19µgh~ 
. coml>re~n;,i.~ . tn .. Preneb. · ~nobR~rtev, 1948, 21~ 3oö~305~ _.:·. · 

.. ,.-,}· ".•, _, •• r. - . ... .... . . · ·· ~ ·· · -' · ...... . ·;:--,., ,~ .... ~«,) "'"• r- ... • • • . • 

Buc~~-i~!~.~· t~~~-~~Phee, .~,1~t . . An. _ami.~~~d b1b~~o-~1w~1 .~ .. ~~~:"n 
l!.Dguage,.,.methodoloa. Toronto~ Untv. ot Toronto· Press, 1928 ~"- .... · 
(Pubiicat"tona o~- the American and Caradian Committeea on Modern 

Lå~;!?.i~ ~).!. . . .· .. " ;. ~---: .. : ·. ... .~ ···-. . :~· ~~~· ·:~ ~~i-
Bur.oa .. .... Q9~·.!"r ~~(~<11.t.~r) The N1neteen.1Port7 Mental Meaaurementa Yearbook. 

- ·- -· _ _ •... -., .. • . ..... - .... .,.,.,<i ,,., .• _ , ;.- · - -~ .. ~-~ - _ ..... - ·· . · "'- \ i-:' "J•~ ".-.. - .. "'· .. -~ ........ 

· B.18J:l~ .. ~~,~-1'~J.: The Ment.ål Meaå~me~ta Yearbook, 1941. 
B~p~,1: qp,ti~ ~.,(1r.~~~o~) .. The Th1rd Mentåi. Measurementa Yearbook! ·~ J!~v. 

,,~. . . ~. ,.. ... · ~ ... ~ ••• •C • .•. ....._ ... '·J' ·-· -· . . .cz:::_, ,,...... ,., 4> ,. • .. ~ . ·~-.. .. ~ • ::; .._ 

· BrUnåvJ.'Oi?.;.,· N~Jf• ~thitgers'" Un1v:::· Pr.,azf' ·-t'949 ~ · ·. :--· ·~ · ·· - - ···· · .... 
- B!tr1~:• ~-~i~~i' .. (~Ofl~E) .. The i~~·th··i19~~{ ~~ke~~~ta Yearboo:~1 •• . 

.1C si'!t-,~~~1i1iuk:t~a}~ ;~·1 ..rfut ·'.o~t.oii. _P~~8~,s7195;. , · .. ,.~ ·. · ~ ,F~~:-· ,. ... , .... ~' « 
• 1 ; ·~~~~) .t"" . ~ ~ - ~ -tnJ.f'! L ~·1 f~~~ -1 ... ~~('" .... ->·~:, .•. J t · f~· • , ~.-,., · .... 

efår.rq,1.f~!l#~,.,b,t~~nS.~1*~-1'~; .. ~r . ve.~~.i al>11it1ea. ·' fajencäe·ir1kå • . . ::\ 
. ' ,_ i! .. ~ "''"'i!i ·~ • . . . . . .. • ,,, _, ' ,., .• • . •. , ' . . . . ,. . . .. · ..,,, . . . 

· , --l~X·~· . u\ ~~79~ C11/·•··:;/ · .. · >·:·. .. . _._,,., .· '.·.· . · · ··· 
:· o~~c>rl~; ·~~~- .. : ... f " · ·;: -~· · --~·~i f~~c~· ~h··:·'.:. thi;· .~~-;:;;,·o~ r ~lie- ·&rt:·.,~~rs·{./-r' r'" · · .·.· 

J .:"1"_. ... ~~D'"rr .'lV' .1. ~ • .,. ws 

' •: 

R~s~j,r~h~mg~~å~~- Trati11iig·' A1dis Låboråio~1 • .Air"iPor.ce .t'er~önii~1 - · -·· 
. ~n~ ~~4111~- ~81'!'!~.4?~ . cent~!'· , Chanu~e -~.~r ,~~r~~ ~se.~ . IlJ.~ !? .. ~"- 1954. 
Mi~'oe·~~:· ~··· • ., -: ·~ .. ~~.. ~ . .,.._ :.- -,. ,, •. : i.. _. • " . . "'. • .,.: .,. ; • I' ' ' - 'N. ... , '.. · ·'. 

>- .~ ..... ~~~ .·• , -fttr ': /..,,•""'. '-. i '"'<: .. ·'i' i" ' · ~-. '/ ,. __ ; ' ' ~ ' "• ., •.>..;.· ·-·~· 
Q.9.i..t~~B).Pl'1 . · ~tP.i.~ ~ ~-p .; .itQdirn ... P.~1ml.~i.a.Psuä;ies ' and:,. ~etl\·~-i-". ·.:~- . ·,i 
~= ~.r&i'cii ~: .. . _-;.J~"~r~/f>·~ :Ap))J~ton.:a~~ur;>h-c,:: 1937-:'f ... -... ·~-:*~ ,;.i ::~~ -~ O· • :,, 

.. ' cif,~i~~~!>C1::l!~i\'~ iion , ]!OOt;d. Q"!i't'-l>ll• set. a t the m,,;l;,a t .i!>n 
of. l.~a,.:l( BC?~~~n: . ..,G.~-lli & Co.~· 19280 

College Bntr~iice· ix8mi.nat1on Board . Engliah compos1t1onl> a deser1pt1on 
.. . "'·: ~J··,:,;.' ~ ' .·.· ~.f._\:~ J ..... ·-. . • _ .. ; .. :-:._ ...,·;·-. • "" ' ' •• ~t. .. ... '\ !. : 

:<: ,_of. :r~l?-f ·. ~~i1ti,,~.~o•t.~!-~~ -'.~e~-~._ ... or~~,.. 9 .9t1,~~~1:~~~r~~9~ .. ~~\~ti~g,_ ... :. 
~ - 'aö&rt'~· ·1 1~+91i : '....:§;/v~ · · - .:;.· .:.:.·. " ~ . ; ,,,:. _ . _( .. ,: .. · 

•!' .. " .. ~ ~·~~~./:_~~ i'ff,. .. ~J-



Coll0t;e &ntz-ence :Exam1:nation Board. Foreign Language:5, a descr1pt1on 
cf tho C olle~~ Board tests 1n French, German, Latin, and 5~n1sh. 
Pr i nceton, N.J.: Apr111954. 

Committee on Resolutions snd Iovest1~t1one appo1nted by the Assoc1e.t1on 
of Modern Lsnguage Tea.chers. Report f teachers or the middle stat.es 
and Mal"J'lsnd . Modern Le.nguage Journe.1.,1917, 1, 250-261. 

Coutsnt, V1ctor. Eva luat1on in roreign language teaehing. Modern 
Language J ournal, 1948, 32, 596-599. 

Dorcus, Roy M. , Mount, G.E., and J ones, M.B. Construct1on and val1da.
t1on ot 1"ore1gn language aptitude tests. Pereonnel Reae&rch Branch 
Research Report 993. 30 June 1952. 27 p. 

Do1le, B.Q. Revi ev of: Pia~e, T.S., The vork or the 
Examina.tion Board, 1901-1925. (Boston, G1nn, 1926) 
Journal, 1927, to, 568-570. 

-
College Entranoe 

Modern L&il§uase 

Dunkel, 'JJaroid~:B . Seoond-lan.guage lesrning. Bo~tOiuGinn, 1948~ -··v1·,218p. 
f ' .1... ~ • • • .•. • ,_· ·t .· .. . ...- . ~ 

Dyer; :::H.S .~., · The Vsl 1dity of certa1n ob ject1ve techniquea t'or 'iniåaiiring 
- ·thi · åblll-t7~ to-tranat.a.te German 1nto: En81tsh:.-:·~ 3>·6d.uc ;:.'. p97ciloi., 

i9lJ:6'1i'7-~i71~178. . - . - - .. -_ ,.-: .. ~-·;,i 
' '<' .J ... "1; " .' { , • ' ~ . . ,. \ u ~ ·. •" .. ~ .-. :• ~ 

Eaton,;:Beleit=s . - Semant1c frequenoy list for Bngltsh~ IPrencb; German, 
arut4fSPin1ili: : a corre1At1on ot the t'~st ·ab:· th~aand ~orda i 1n-=·'tour 
~{1rlti~~s~(trequenc,- i1ste. ciitcsi<»:"uri1i?·ch1c·as.:o Pi-ess:-·191io. 

:··::x'" ~·1··~~&"ti-3'·4~p'-'' _ ...• :: • · - .. - · ...... -- . t- .... • ' ·- ·• - ' - . • • 
f : T"!' :'t .. -.-i ' • . . 

·Eur--btw.~~n~· ' ~·· .. ~i:Mumea ota. Speed->b~::ijadfnS " Te,t""'tl>~..:a~iiel@>tt~dente. 
Mt•!.~Dlf!~i:ifmi:· : : untv. or·,,·Mtfilieso~ ·Pre~8/\ ·19:56:·· ~-- .. ~- .... ... ··r.~,.3·"' 

·· E~/.Mff~le· .-ira tlierine. · TiUr·~ai~~~iit. ~f'.';~~i;iSli: ~~~~#f~~~7 · "- -~qm.IW--· ~~bä&is; · ob1f sta:t~(~u!1J9:fr!'~'.Pi>:t~t9-;·~(bri~~~:~~iJJ-:~·: - . _ 
: . _ - .-· å's1111tt-f:~f1, .. 59o ci>l '!36s> - · · . · .,. - · :· ... ·· ·-" 

, .P't~~-tr~.': Qlfl~~,~~~- I~~ercofrtiåt~iona _;~-:~~~,~~~ci':-:- .J ~~'?6~~8ii~~n~ .. _ 
·< ... ~'~.r,.~-'- ~!ff'~tor • s -diss:·, · Ti~l:'~fs~!· .l·1937 ~ ·r co1;tad'''f.n".,.001emän.-;- ' · 

ÖML'iij~JAf1 ~ 1~59)~; . ; .. ' -
. f19·~~T!fdmlft1s ;· ~"'Eumtnat1on to" test :·comt>9tend-J ·1ft'"tliti :ui~1 cir ' ih~ : · ~· · 

~.r "::· i~·:it\tit.U!f.M<ii'9·; .: Pp. ia:21 -~-' i?ilö .. ~;~~17:P~~-~,.t~~~-:Re~~.~-or ~. 
j ··~~~~~1:9~4~·. ~ev Y~rk:l ~.oi~~~! {'*~~1fc'-~:~·~~~~on:~~~~i-.= ; , -~~~~~c~~ .. 11; 1a62:·:, ;. ~ ·: ·"· ·~·-. · . _ · · · - . . 
v· p·~~~M; ·'"The"~co11e.e:e ··~o&i:,'d~ t {t'~ 'ii';Kt; iitl{i.~!.'6.· _. .. ii~1rYork:· 

co.~~ti.~·~lN~v . ·Press, 1950. 224. p. · 
2 

• - -
it . • .. ;. "'..<.... .. , •• • -4 .. - • .... •• \ .: . ,,,_ • 

Frenclr,"'"Johil "W ~ .: The deseript1on or 8.ptitude ånd e.chtevement te'at·s 1u 

.:·-· ,., :.: . . ~,~-;:.~t· .:,f9.~~~ r~ctors~ ~h-~ea~C?-~;.:.l!~iv. -·~h~ce.go Pre~~ .. " 19?~: --~s. :- : 
~ ,,·~ ~t$z.J; ~,.- ~~tfra7cliometr1c Monogr!ph wö~!:.-2) ' · , :· . 
·• .;•· ~ .. ~ .... ~ . ( ""'.~ . ~. .. .: . . . · ... 1 

_, 
._, 

- . ---



Git·bc·:-.10, P.:. 'f·hG eb111ty of' college freshmen to conetruct the meaning 
cf a s t I'·&nge wol"d f rom 'Gl!e c on ta:::;:t in lJh1ch 1 t s.ppca.rs . J. expar. 

Educ ., 1940, 9, 29-33. 
Gray, H. A. Recorded sound in the field or echievement test1ng. l · 

ed~c . Res. , 1938, ,1, 608-615 . 
Greene , H .A . , J orgen8en, A. N., e.nd Gerber1ch, J .R. Measurement and 

e valua. t1on in the eecondsry school. N. Y. : Longmans, Green, 1954. 
xx11, 690 p . 

Hall, Ernee t J. Oral examinations in Spanish f'or undergro.duates . 
Rispa.nia, 1936, 19, 461-466. (Coleman, 11, 873.) 

Handachini C.H. Tests and measurem.ents 1n modern langue.ge vork. ~ 
Le.npge Journal , 1920, 4, 217-225. (Br1et'ed 1n Buchanan a McPhee,te80} 

Havkes, Herbert B., L1ndqutst, E.F. , and Mann, O.R. (Editors) .The 

construction and uae of' aehtevement exam1.n&t1ona; s manual tor secon
d&rj.,, school . teachere. Boston: Boughton M1ttl1n oo., 1936, ·: x, 497 ·p. 

Henmon•·;~~>1A ;o. 1~<Achievement tests" 1il the modern tore~gn t~ses•·. . ; 
· N.Yii · .~cm111ånl · 1929. xxvi, ,· ,63 p • . (Vol ;,5,. Publicat1one·,.ot ·r-the ,_ . 

.A:mer1dlit ai1d;:Canadtan Comm1ttees ·. on--M>dern ·Langu.e.ps.·) :~- · ~)?:- · . 

H1ll; ,:Aua :, (Bdlt or ) · Report or _ the 4th::Annual ~ound 'l'able Meettng on 

. L1~~!t1c s .. änd'."Lang~g~ Teach.1.ng •. : ·, Q.e_oue.,t~_i;i __ ~,i;ip_._s_~r..~~-"-C?.~; .. ~ .. 
La~s"ind_~~l.1.1.tJ_t.1.e.s.- No. -4,~. september~ i95:;. -

Boltfa~i)tdfp Li~~- Series. ·.- if .'Y;.~::. :Henry:··Jlolt!&' Oo. (varioUtJ 1:-•"ars) 
J~~r:i~i:.l«t- ~ ·:~~~-urenient .·in· edu~t~~n. n.Y:.; . MCGmv-Jl,111 B·~~'· cch, 
~ ::·Iii~~J· ~9"5,;: ~ äOB&pter :·s;· pp. 201-224~· - . ., ,,. ·· .. .._ ~ ~ . . .-.... ... ,. ,... . . ... ":\.. ·~ .·. . .. 

· Jo8.:~!-tiP.PJ!~1.~~~- ~ Russ~n vord .P.o.~~/i_nd t~eque~cy .~~7st:a~.o~.- .:., .. .. ,,- -::~ 
. ~~~l..lf""da~~~~~es ot . atan~l'd~-.i.t~rari~UP:IS~_ian ;,:~:, DiJir.~!~~~ · .:· · ~ 

'.~.:: .. ,.~~~·M! .i~.~irir:l9~'· c-.274:,p.1•\; ··" ·: .. . '.; 

;, .··#~~1~~~'1!t'l;~·~'~r~· :'A .c om~:i:1a°.n:·~ ~~.~ t~o t.o~, P6 ttei:n• :r.~S-~~ a"Y:~f .. ~~:,~~~-ti 
?~ .'«; .... ~.-~:g*'.:~(~41;1X111ary-.~. ~Se:•·n~Ph.D~1-r The .. 1'81 ·-.195,i' V't-:. J.~,1:p-iötsf,;'"' 

, O . ·~· '' ~ ••• ~~!'· •'( • ' O 'M• O v .. .• O. • •• ,...j. , ._.....,,.:r\.I ~' ' - .>.,. 1 

M1crÖl:11fiÖÅbst*6cts, .. 1954• 14; 4060) 
~· . ... : •. -;;-· :.~ ...... ' .·: .. ·,',:. ' .. . . 

... Xe.p~n~~~~-r~aP4 :.~rkhouse, R.G . ..... s~vey- ot ~he .. , ~1~e~1!~!-Jn · 121!.~!S~~!Jl~.!lt .. 
f . ·~r/.6ttfif~ti~n.~7~ .. 1ri·1 foreign _ language •• · ·~1Atner'~ :: Pe:rcholog1st, · 19$4;-_·9, : ? 
~\ -. 7:-Jf~~;~~t~ (~r.1ev . ot\; ora_l _ P!'.~'?-~j .. ~9~· ~~jj;~_.,!.t,ii; .. t~_!.jP. 1.}.~-~!·~: .. :~ 
~ ;f.P~'l!..Cfl\SD~!l~~p~'il~4 APA . c~ve~ti°OD;)" ·.; . . . ... ·:-:: :··.;~ . ; 
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